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Disclaimers! 
 

I have installed over 100 bolts but have never been 
officially “taught.”  I do not have certifications of any 
kind.  This book is the product of over 500 hours of 

organizing the accumulated experience and expertise 
of numerous prominent members in our highline 

community, but it is not an authoritative book on the 
subject.  This book is for entertainment purposes only 

and aims to overwhelm you with the daunting task 
and responsibility that it is to bolt... in hopes that you 

decide not to bolt.  Please go with someone who 
knows what they are doing if an area requires bolts in 
order to rig a highline.  Also, please don’t “learn” by 
installing permanent anchors you and thousands of 

other strangers will be depend their lives on for many 
years, but rather practice in a non-critical setting (like 

your backyard) until you know that what you will 
install will be safe for everyone. 

 
  
 
 



 

The 10 Bolting 

Commandments 
 
 

1. Thou shalt not drill where thou art not allowed 

2. Thou shalt never place zinc-plated bolts 

3. Thou shalt practice bolting at home and not in nature 

4. Thou shalt really, really clean thy hole after drilling 

5. Thou shalt never spray thy bolts 

6. Thou shalt test thy glue-ins after thy glue cures 

7. Thou shalt only drill thy holes perpendicular to the rock face 

8. Thou shalt not bring thy power drill to thy National Parks or 

Wilderness areas 

9. Thou shalt never use wedge bolts in soft or fractured rock 

10. Thou shalt forever forsake polyester glue in favor of Epoxy 



 

The Armor of Thy Bolter 
 

Be strong in bolting and it’s mighty power.  Bring the full armor of thy bolter, so 
that you can stand strong against the adversary of epics.  For our struggle shall not 
be against simple things of this world like logistics but against the all important 
details of technique, changing weather and our beers getting warm.  Carry with 
thee thy drill of truth, thy drill bit of righteousness, thy bolt of faith, thy hanger of 
peace, and thy eye protection of salvation. 
 

List of tools needed 
For all bolts, Every time: 
Power Drill and extra batteries…. OR Hand drill, hammer and extra hands 
SDS Drill bit plus 1 spare (size depends on bolt) 
Bench brush to clean rock surface when finished drilling 
Compressed air can or blow tool to clean hole 
Pipe cleaner/Bottle brush to clean hole 
Work gloves AND Eye protection! 
 
Glue-in Bolts 
1 Glue cartridge for every 10 bolts + 1 spare in case of malfunction 
Several spare mixing nozzles and extension tips 
Dispenser gun (verify it works on glue cartridge) 
Duct tape to protect rock around hole, in case you ooze too much 
Paper towels 
Q-tips for precise cleaning of glue 
Trash bag 
Zip lock bag (for test squirts to take home and test curing) 
Knife, because opening glue without one is awful 
Rubber gloves unless you like being sticky 
 
Sleeve Bolts 
Hangers 
Hammer 
Wrench (preferably a torque wrench) 
Work Gloves 
And the hardware that comes with the bolts (nuts and washers) 
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The Book of 

BOLTING ETHICS 

“Thou shall not penetrate virgin rock without feeling guilty.” 

Should we bolt just anything we want?  Are installing just 
whatever bolts we have super good enough?  Highliners have 
a unique problem with bolting.  Access issues come up often 
since our bolts are usually on top of cliffs so any passerby can 
see them and there are usually a bunch of them.  We also put 
substantially more force on bolts than climbers often do so we 
need more umph!  So let’s dive into if and how we should be 
placing bolts to make our highlines bomber for everyone. 
 

Chapter 1 - Ethics 
In the beginning, bolt ethics have been in heaven and on 
earth.  No, seriously though, ethics just take into account 
how it affects everyone, not just highliners.  Highlining is 
so new that there aren’t many bolting laws… yet.  But 
that doesn’t mean it’s ok to do whatever we want.  A bolt 
is a permanent human object out in beautiful nature. 
Think twice, or 3x before placing a bolt.  Here are some 
examples of things that may be legal(ish) but highly 
frowned up: 

● National Parks in USA 
● Top of climbing routes! 
● All natural climbing crags 
● Wilderness area 
● Single use highlines, won’t be rigged often 
● High traffic pedestrian areas (ie lookouts) 

 
 



 

Chapter 2 - Rules 
There are some clear cut rules for certain areas.  Learn them!  For example, power 
drills cannot be used in National Parks, everything must be hand drilled.  Different 
countries have different rules.  Know an area well before putting in a metal version 
of graffiti. 
 
Chapter 3 - The Area 
If you choose to bolt and it is ethically ok to do so, then thank you for taking your 
time and money to do so.  However, please choose the spot carefully!!! 

● Does this location deserve a permanent anchor? Will this line see many rigs? 
If bolts are required, can you use removables instead? 

● Is there a good spot for bolts to be placed?  What is quality of rock like? 
● Can you strategically place bolts to minimize no fall zones? 
● Can you strategically place bolts so they can’t be seen? 
● Can there be a hybrid of natural anchor/bolts?  Maybe only one side needs 

bolts and the other doesn’t. 
● If the anchor is directly above a climbing route, can the bolts be placed 

elsewhere to avoid conflict and confusion. 
● Can you make it hard for the average joe to get to the bolts, to avoid gear 

being tampered with and random people getting on your lines. 
● Are there enough other lines already at this location?  Does this location 

even need another line.  
 
Chapter 4 - YOU 
YOU are the #1 risk of any bolt failing.  It is a huge responsibility to install a 
bolt that other people will literally depend their lives on.  It is practically 
impossible to inspect a bolt after it is installed so we just “hope” it was 
installed correctly when we show up to rig a highline.  Realize what kind of 
role you are playing and respect the responsibility, educate yourself and 
please please practice.  
 

Practice at home in 
concrete. If you practice on a rock, 
be sure it is in an area no one will 
ever see.  Don’t make a major 
highlining area your testing 
grounds.  If your first thought was, 
“I don’t want an ugly hole at my 



 

house,” then you are well on your way to really understanding the issue some 
people have about bolts being in our beautiful nature.  Spend the money on a tube 
of glue to understand how it mixes and to make sure you have the right caulk gun. 
Install a glue in at home to understand how that shit gets everywhere.  Pull it out 
before it cures and clean off the bolt with goof-off if you don’t want a bolt in your 
yard for the next 50 years.  Spend the time hand drilling one bolt in your backyard 
to understand what is involved and how to make sure the hole stays straight. 
Install a mechanical bolt with a torque wrench at home and with a normal wrench 
so you know how tight to make it in the field.  Practice. Practice. Practice. 

 
 

Chapter 5 - Rigging Naturally 
If possible, please rig naturally.  This means 
rigging a highline without any use of bolts and 
“naturally” is a “leave-no-trace” method of 
highlining.  Generally trad gear like cams, 
tri-cams, nuts, etc is used or trees and boulders 
are wrapped with ropes and spansets.  I find 
that rigging a line “naturally” brings more 
satisfaction as it requires more creativity. 
Though it can be screwed up easier than just 
building an anchor on bolts, it generally 
should be built with enough redundancy that it 
is just as safe if done right. An entire section 
of the New Testament later on in this book 
will be devoted to how to rig all natural.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

The Book of 

ROCK 
“The harder it is, the better it is for your hole.” 

Bolts are only as strong as the rock you put them in. 
Some rock is soft and some rock has more layers than 
onions.  The rock, not the bolt is holding your highline, 
the bolt is just hanging onto the rock.  So let’s learn the 
basics to have a “rock solid” foundation! 
 
Chapter 1 - General Rock Biology 
It is important to understand the KIND of rock you are 

working with so you know what bolt will be the safest to use.  To keep it simple, 
we will divide rocks into 3 “highlining” categories.  Hard rock, soft rock and 
layered rock. 
 
Rocks are made up of minerals. Minerals are what make, or break, the rocks’ 
strength. What you need to know about minerals are their hardness and their 
resistance to weathering. Quartz, a common sand grain in sandstone, and a 
common crystal in granite, is incredibly hard and resistant to weathering. Feldspar, 
like quartz, is incredibly hard, but weathers easily and turns into clay. Clay 
minerals are soft, and also weather easily into other soft clay minerals. 
 
Chapter 2 - Hard Rock (not the cafe) 

Hard Rock would be any rock that is, wait for it, incredibly hard, typically 
unweathered granite and quartzite sandstone. 

 
Granite is the result of magma having 
cooled very slowly underground 
(plutonic rock) allowing the quartz and 
feldspar crystals (among other minerals 
not nearly as important) to grow big and 
tightly against each other, leaving no 



 

spaces. Yosemite granite is smooth from glaciers polishing them and Joshua Tree 
granite is rough because it sees very little water to 
erode it. But both formed and cooled under ground 
and therefore are very strong. And both haven’t seen 
the excessive chemical weathering (think acid rain 
and/or seawater) to have turned the hard feldspar to 
soft clay. 
 

Quartzite Sandstone is quartz-rich sand, 
cemented together with quartz cement. So the whole 
rock is nearly 100% quartz. Quartzites are the typical 
ridge-formers of sedimentary basins, like the 
Sandstones at New River Gorge, WV. 
 

Bolts in hard rocks can be installed closer to the edge (within a foot or two). 
Strength of hard rocks is above 14,500 psi and goes up to 30k and even 50k psi for 
some. 

○ MECHANICAL BOLTS - Granite or other hard rock is perfect for all 
kinds of mechanical bolts, just be sure they are stainless steel.  

○ GLUE IN BOLTS - These work just fine in hard rock but there are 2 
schools of thought.  Glue ins can be frowned upon in granite as it can 
be considered overkill and makes replacing them very difficult later 
unlike a mechanical bolt.  The reason some people choose to use glue 
ins with fixed eyes is because there are no threads to get screwed up, 
no one can steal hangers, and the fixed eye allows highliners to thread 
static rope through rather than needing quick links.  

 
 
Chapter 3 - Soft Rock 

Soft Rock can be sedimentary or magma based. These are typically 
non-quartzite sandstones (where the sand-grains, or the cement, or both, are not 
quartz-rich, and thus prone to weathering and weakening), limestone (calcium 
carbonate), volcanic rocks, and excessively weathered granites. Just like tall tales, 
porous rocks with a lot of holes don’t usually hold 
up! 

Sandstone is literally compressed sand, glued 
together with chemically precipitated cement. The 
cement and sand grains are made of various 
minerals, each with different hardness and resistance 



 

to weathering. When either the sand or the cement is not quartz, the sandstone 
tends to be much softer, because the grains/cement may have weathered to clay (or 
weathered out altogether, leaving pores).  To “scientifically” test a rock’s hardness 
out in the field, hit it with a hammer! If the rock sparks, its hard rock. If the rock 
breaks, its soft! 

Limestone is calcium carbonate (mineral 
name: calcite), often from dead marine life, 
squeezed together to make rock. Calcite is 
moderately strong, but it weathers into CO2 
and water (i.e. nothing) when it reacts with 
acid rain. Think sinkholes and caves. So its 
structure tends has a lot of microscopic 
holes in it which makes it weaker. 
 

Volcanic rock is from lava, so it cooled 
rapidly on the surface, not allowing the 
crystals to grow big and interlock. Also, lava 
tends to have lots of gasses dissolved in it, so 
as it cools it tends to be porous from the gas 
bubbles getting trapped. Small crystals and 
pores make volcanic rocks weaker than a slow 
cooling (unweathered) granite. Rhyolites and 
basalts, and volcanic ash “Tuffs” are typical 
volcanic rock names. 

 
Bolts installed in soft rock need to be placed several feet back in the most 

solid part you can find.  It’s also quite unsafe to put pressure on bolts installed in 
soft rock when they get wet, like after a rainstorm.  It’s highly recommended to let 
the rock dry out thoroughly before highlining on those bolts.  Soft rock strength 
(dry) can be as low as 500 PSI and up to 7,000 PSI 

○ MECHANICAL BOLTS - The softer the rock, the less force these 
will hold.  Wedge bolts are an absolute NO but sleeve bolts are ok 
(like 5 piece Power bolts - STAINLESS). 

○ GLUE IN BOLTS - This is where glue shines.  Glue gets into all the 
rock pores therefore can pull on the entire rock surrounding the bolt 
stud rather than all the pressure being placed on a few millimeters of 
the sides of the hole with mechanical bolts. 

 



 

 

NOTE: Rocks fall (get it?) all over the hardness chart - and this is because of their 
varying mineralogy.  It’s good to know the area you plan on drilling so you can 
install the safest bolt possible.  Some sandstones can be very very hard like New 
River Gorge, WV (quartzite) and some granites can crumble in your hand like the 
kind at Cabo San Lucas baja tip (feldspar, aka “Arkose”, now weathered to 
clay-rich granite). 

 
Chapter 4 - Layered Rock 

Layered Rock is rock that has well-developed horizontal partings. In 
sedimentary rocks, these partings are bedding planes, where sedimentation 
stopped, and then restarted again. Sandstones, shales, and limestones can all be 
layered. In igneous rocks, especially granite, horizontal partings can occur that are 
called “exfoliation fractures”. These occur when 
igneous rocks are exposed at the surface and the 
pressure (of having been buried for millions of 
years) is released. The rock expands, and cracks 
like an onion. Metamorphic rocks (slates in 
particular) tend to be layered as well, due to the 
shearing forces typical with metamorphic 
processes. Shearing causes the rock to foliate (or 



 

makes all the minerals in a rock align with one another in a preferred plane), 
causing onion like flaking, or part along the shearing plane. 

Layered rocks can be tricky to rig on. The rock may be hard but comes with 
crack, and anybody on enough crack isn’t going to be reliable! An example of this 
is the Dinorwic Slate Quarry in Llanberis, Wales. (David Thexton ) Another 
example of this is the limestone in Ontario as the limestone has been compromised 
by vegetation from the roots cracking it. 

● MECHANICAL BOLTS - can promote more cracking and are NOT 
recommended 

● GLUE IN BOLTS - Glue can grab the whole sandwich of rock layers giving 
better holding power. 

 
 
Chapter 5 - Rock Inspection 
SOLID ROCK - Regardless of what rock you are drilling 
into, make sure it is a solid piece!  Hit it with a rock 
density detector… aka… a hammer.  You can hear the 
difference of solid rock with a high pitched ping rather 
than a dull thud on hollow rock.  You can also put your 
hand close to the spot and if you can feel the vibrations, 
the rock is NOT solid. 
 
BIG ROCK - Be sure you are not just on some large flake 
or suitcase sized rock.  Check to see if the rock is 
thoroughly attached to all the other rock around it and not 
just a boulder sitting in the dirt.  Sometimes even 
car-sized rocks are just barely attached to a rock face. 
Your bolt might hold but the rock might not!  Think about 
the big picture of how that rock is attached to the earth.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLaCY7ZbKn8


 

The Book of 

HOLES 
“After getting thy hole aggressively pounded, make sure you clean it really well.” 

Holes matter a “whole” lot!  You have to know 
where to put them, what pattern to put them in, how 
to drill them and what diameter they need to be, 
even sometimes accurate to within 0.1mm.  And did 
you know that if they aren’t super sterile clean, at 
least for glue in bolts, they will fail at a dangerously 
low force?  See here all the things you need to get 

your holes drilled out. 
 

Chapter 1 - Picking the Spot 
Things to consider about where to drill your 
holes 

1. Where do you want your master point to 
be?  It will be in the center of your bolting 
pattern so choose carefully.  And 
remember you don’t want more than a 45 
degree angle on your anchor legs so it 
doesn’t put exponential force on the bolts, 
rather than sharing the load evenly. 

2. Is the anchor going to serve more than 1 
highline?  How can the bolts be placed to 
best be pulled in multiple angles? 

3. Will the hangers sit flat against the rock? 
4. Will there be a weird hump between the 

bolts and the masterpoint causing 
unwanted friction? 

5. How far back from the edge will the bolts be? 



 

a. In hard rock it can be a foot or two away from edge but if it is too 
close then it can put the master point too far beyond the edge making 
rigging a bitch. 

b. In soft rock it is important to stay away from the edge even 6 to 10 
feet back in some cases but then the master point will need extending  

6. What Pattern will you use? 
a. Straight line - Careful, this is how they harvest quarry stone.  This can 

score rock and make it susceptible to fracturing.  Know your rock. 
b. Curved pattern - Like a semi circle. 
c. Zig zag pattern 

7. How close, or far, should the bolts be apart from each other? 
a. With mechanical bolts, where the cone or sleeve puts the force at the 

bottom of the bolt, the force is spread at a 45 degree angle through the 
rock.  You don’t want your bolts too close to each other so the rock 
doesn’t see too much force (rocks can fail, not just bolts).  So the rule 
is 10 anchor diameters apart from each other (½” x 10 = 5” apart 
minimum)  

b. In softer or fractured rock, do NOT put bolts closer than 20 diameters 
apart or at about a foot minimum.  

c. Glue in’s can be closer to each other as it is putting the force on the 
entire rock but there is no need to have each bolt closer than 5” together 

 
 

8. How many bolts will you 
use? 

a. 2 Bolts - This is 
not very redundant so the bolts 
need to be bomber.  If you only 
use two, please use minimum 
⅝” diameter (standard is ½”) 
and a minimum of 6” deep. 

CMI sells hangers rated for 
10,000 pound MBS that will fit 
on these at  

b. 3 Bolts - This is 
common but directional relativity 
means the center bolt will see at 

least double the stress as the 2 outside bolts.  If these are good bolts in 

https://www.cmi-gear.com/


 

good rock this is super good enough.  See the studies done on that 
here. 

c. 4 Bolts - This is more redundant, shares the load between the 2 center 
bolts and is industry standard for most highlines.  See a demonstration 
of how forces are spread out over an anchor here.  

d. 5 or More- This depends on your area but it is very difficult to 
equalize this properly.  It provides more redundancy but rarely would 
all 5+ bolts be sharing the load.   This is not common. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

9. What are the regional trends and is it correct?  Don’t do anything drastically 
different than others have done in the area without fully understanding why 
they did it.  

a. Glue in bolts are frowned upon in Yosemite even though there is 
nothing wrong with them.  Mechanical bolts are just fine.  Stick with 
“normal” in this case. 

b. ⅝” zinc wedge bolts with chain links are common in Moab but may 
not be the safest long term choice though it was the most cost 
effective for those installing at only $3 per total unit. So Glue In bolts 
are different in this case but OK to use, actually it is the more 
preferred way. 

 
 
 
 
 

http://itrsonline.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/Attaway.Beverly.Miller.Scherzinger.Wilson.2005.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWiGeRxCxzI


 

 
 
 
Chapter 2 - Drilling Basics 

Here are some pointers for drilling holes regardless if you are hand drilling or 
power drilling. 

1. Drill the hole the right length 
a. Mechanical bolts should be drilled 

about ½” longer than the bolt to 
make sure it’s plenty deep and also 
to help for future replacement so it 
can be hammered into the hole all 
the way and be covered if removal 
is too difficult.  Be careful though, 
some bolts can drop into hole 
while installing and you can lose 
your center rod like on Fixe removable triplex bolts.  
Photo credit: http://ferforge.tripod.com/Doseme018.htm  

b. Glue ins have to be the perfect length and need a notch to bury part of 
the eye.  See the Chapter on Glue ins for more detail on that. 

c. Measure the hole with your pipe cleaner.  You can put a piece of tape 
on the handle so you know it is deep enough when the tape is 
completely below the rock surface. 

d. IT IS VERY BAD IF THE HOLE IS TOO SHALLOW.  A bolt 
sticking up out of the rock is not safe to use and difficult to remove.  If 
it is even 95% deep enough it will look like it is in the rock but the 
hanger will be spinning and that always raises a red flag on the 
integrity of the bolt to someone who wants to use 
it. 

2. Drill it straight.  
a. Mechanical bolts will have a hanger and it is 

important that the hanger sits flat against the rock.  
b. Glue in bolts can be placed at slight 15 degree 

angle back so it gets some leverage as mentioned 
on this FixeHardware video https://youtu.be/RA4PaQJwFyg?t=3m52s 
.  However, I do NOT recommend this in soft rock for the same 
reason you don’t tilt a ice screw during installation.  All the pressure 
will be on the top few millimeters of the rock if you tilt it and that can 

http://ferforge.tripod.com/Doseme018.htm
https://youtu.be/RA4PaQJwFyg?t=3m52s


 

risk failure.  Drill glue ins straight in for soft rock and let the entire 
shaft and glue do the holding rather than the angle. Bolt-Product's 
website (scroll halfway down) shows how stakes in the ground did 
better if installed in the direction of pull rather than being angled back. 

 
 

3. Test the spot 
a. Set the hanger (if using hangers) where you think you will drill the 

hole to make sure it sits flat and nice.  If you really like the spot and 
only a few crystals are stopping you, you can chip them away, but just 
be sure the end product… the hanger… will sit nicely. 

b. After drilling the hole an ⅛”, stop and check everything again.  Do 
you like the spot? Does your hanger sit nicely? Did the rock 
feel/sound solid?  If you goof, ⅛” isn’t a deal breaker, but if you drill 
all the way and then realize there was a mistake, then it is just slop. 

4. Bring Backups 
a. It really sucks if you don’t have a backup drill/batteries or backup bit 

or backup glue tip and you can’t finish bolting.  The impact bolts have 
on an area are debated, but everyone agrees a half drilled or half 
installed bolt is bullshit. 

5. Drill bits 
a. A 4-point bit drills faster and saves energy or batteries rather than 

2-point bit. 
b. Fresh bits are important because the tip/shoulders get worn down on 

old bits and you get an undersized hole.  If the hole is too small, then 
you have to smash your mechanical bolt in harder which can damage 
it or the glue in will not have as much glue surrounding the rod.  

c. Battery powered hammer drills and Petzl Rocpec hand drills require 
SDS-Plus drill bits, “special direct system”.  These kind have the 
groves at the top so the drill can hammer and rotate the bit.  Not all 
SDS bits are created equal.  SDS-Plus is 10mm shank and SDS-Max 
is 18mm.  So make sure you know what you are buying. 

d. Size matters - the usable length and overall length are generally 
different by 2” because of the shank, or the part that goes into the 
drill.  Remember that a 6” drill bit only has 4” that is usable. 

http://www.bolt-products.com/Glue-inBoltDesign.htm
http://www.bolt-products.com/Glue-inBoltDesign.htm


 

 
 
 
It helps to understand all 5 parts: 

i. Shank: has two sets of grooves so the bit doesn’t fall out and 
helps during hammering. 

ii. Land - raised portion of the spiral (similar to the crest or peak 
of a wave). 

iii. Flute - the spiral groove which facilitates the removal of the 
concrete dust as the hole is being drilled. 

iv. Head and Tip - these work together to break up the concrete. 
The carbide is brazed onto the head to harden the tip of the SDS 
bit to assist in the breaking of the concrete. 
Credit: https://www.confast.com/ 

 

 
Chapter 3 - Hand drilling 
There are some places that do not allow power tools, 
such as National Parks in the USA.  However, if it is 
legal and ethical to install bolts, you can do it the ol’ 
fashion way… by hand! 

1. You need a handle.  The poor man’s method is 
to duct tape the shank with about 50 wraps but 
the official way is to use a Petzl Rocpec , a hand 
drill that accepts SDS drill bits.  

2. You need a hammer… obviously. You can use 
any 12oz construction hammer but the Yosemite 
Hammer  has an attachment cord and an eye to 
attach a carabiner to for clipping and the 
occasional yanking.  

3. Use gloves!  The thicker 
the better for when you 
occasionally miss the head of the 
drill.  

4. Use eye protection!  You can literally feel things hitting 
you in the face when hammering a rock.  You don’t want rock 
shards in your eyes.  

5. How long does it take? 

https://www.confast.com/articles/sds-carbide-tipped-drill-bit.aspx
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/ROCPEC#.WUhQNOvyuUk
http://www.mountaingear.com/webstore/Gear/Climbing/Protection/Black-Diamond/Yosemite-Hammer/_/R-625045P.htm
http://www.mountaingear.com/webstore/Gear/Climbing/Protection/Black-Diamond/Yosemite-Hammer/_/R-625045P.htm


 

a. A 4 ¾” x ½” bolt hole takes approximately 1000 hits in hard Yosemite 
granite.  Counting is a great way to keep the stoke high.  Try to hit it 
at least 50x before resting your arm.  Find and keep a rhythm to the 
hitting rather than pretending you are the road-runner on crack and 
getting tired 20 seconds later. 

b. It takes about 45 minutes to an hour for a 4 ¾” x ½” bolt hole in hard 
Yosemite granite.  Softer rock can be much much quicker but you 
may have to drill for a longer bolt. 

6. Keep it straight - As you get tired, you may have a tendency to not keep the 
drill straight.  If the drill isn’t perfectly straight, it will be dragging against 
the sides of the hole and the friction that creates can really slow down 
momentum.  It’s also very important to keep a drill straight so the hole stays 
true to size. 

7. Don’t give it a courtesy tap, hit the drill with some umpf! You're not trying 
to make noise, you are trying to burrow a hole in rock! 

8. Keep the hole clean periodically.  Maybe after 100 to 200 hits.  If you don’t, 
you are just pounding dust… literally! 

9. Use the most important resource on the planet… friends!  If the anchor is 
safe to “hang out” at and easy access for everyone, take turns.  Hitting 100x 
and switching can speed things up and not feel like such a burden.  

10.Keep it attached to you.  Wouldn’t it suck if your hammer or drill rolled off 
the cliff or fell out of your hands? 

11.Use fresh bits.  This is especially important for hand drilling.  That extra $10 
won’t seem like much if you are only half done after 1000 hits because you 
are using a worn out bit. 

12.Don’t slack off!  Standard diameter is ½” or 12mm.  Just because you have 
to hand drill doesn’t mean you should use skinnier bolts like ⅜” or shorter 
bolts than is safe.  

 
Chapter 4 - Power drilling 

1. Hammer drill vs rotary hammer drill - rock isn’t threatened by a normal drill 
spinning, you need a hammer drill.  However, a normal “hammer drill” only 
has 2 cam/discs/gears spinning and tapping each other and is designed for 
“light masonry”.  Unless you are drilling into some really poor quality rock, 
you will want a Rotary hammer drill.  Those have pistons which chisel the 
rock while spinning.  Hammer drills have a normal chuck in which a smooth 
shank fits in and Rotary Hammer drills require SDS bits.  You can buy the 
best at Bosche or save $100 and buy the one from Makita that works just as 
well (i’m very happy with it). 

https://www.amazon.com/Bosch-GBH18V-26-Bare-Tool-Lithium-Ion-Brushless/dp/B01N1FD1DH/ref=dp_ob_title_hi?dpID=51kNd7XwTBL&preST=_SX300_QL70_&dpSrc=detail
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00OBKV18A/ref=oh_aui_search_detailpage?ie=UTF8&psc=1


 

Photo Credit: https://www.familyhandyman.com 

2. Keep it straight - it’s common for people to think a drill is straight and it be 
completely at an angle.  With all the vibration and noise, you really have to 
be intentional to keep that drill perpendicular to the rock.  There’s no fixing 
a hole drilled at an angle after you see the hanger doesn’t sit flush with the 
rock! 

3. Check your work after the first 2 seconds of drilling.  Make sure that it is 
where you want it.  Don’t check once and drill 
twice.  Let's avoid swiss cheese rocks by being 
mindful about checking our work.  

4. Don’t push hard.  Let the drill do the work. 
5. Don’t be afraid to pull out.  To help clear the 

debris, just pull the bit out periodically while it’s 
spinning.  Not the entire time like you are trying 
to have sex with the rock, but you don’t want to 
just leave it in the hole for 3 straight minutes 
either. :) 

6. Know your batteries and bring enough.  Don’t run 
out of juice and not be able to finish.  Have a hand drill for a backup. 

7. Know your target length.  You don’t always want to drill the full length of 
the shaft so know how much of the shaft has to buried and keep and eye at 
that spot.  Many drills have a measuring stick built into the handle called a 
“depth stop”. Just don’t drill too shallow, that is much worse than “too” 
deep. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.familyhandyman.com/tools/drills/drilling-into-concrete-tools-rotary-hammers-and-hammer-drills/view-all


 

The Book of 

METAL 
“Make sure you are hard and that you last a long time!” 

Just like mom always said, “it’s what’s on the inside 
that counts!”  What your bolt is made out of really matters 
if you want it to last a long time.  Most of the bolts you 
see on the shelf at the local hardware store, are not going 
to make it more than just a couple seasons.  And you can’t 
just buy whatever you want on any bolt-specific online 
retailer, even if they just serve climbers.  

Chapter 1 - Zinc 
Iron ore is mixed with carbon and processed into steel which is the most 

common metal used on earth.  Fun fact - there are over 3,500 different grades of 
steel!(1)  If steel is left exposed to air and water, it will rust.  Painting steel, like on 
cars and bridges, slows the corrosion process down, but paint 
is not practical in many applications as it doesn’t last very 
long.  

So the next level of protection is to use chemicals and 
electricity to apply a very thin metal coating to protect it. 
Zinc can corrode up to 100x slower than other metals, so steel 
is often “zinc-plated”.  Fun fact - zinc isn’t a hard metal, in 
fact it is less than half as hard as steel (159DPM hardness vs 70DPM hardness). 
The zinc is a “sacrificial coating”, so when it is plated on steel, it will always 



 

tarnish and corrode first.  However it is very thin, and naturally doesn’t give long 
term protection in any environment with moisture.  Plated steel is generally 
intended for interior uses. 

To make steel last longer, more zinc can be added.  However that takes a 
completely different process called galvanization.  Hot-dipped galvanized coatings 
is a 7 step process creating a metallurgical bond and can achieve a bond of 3,600 
psi (harder than the base steel).  This creates the rough surface you see on 
galvanized nails, but since galvanized screws can’t be too rough, it is spun in a 
centrifuge to clear the threads of excess zinc, though is still requires an oversized 
galvanized nut.  

Think of cooking a piece of chicken in a pan with a little oil in the bottom 
(zinc plating) vs deep frying that turkey (galvanizing).  They both have oil on it, 
but one has a much thicker coating.  Zinc plated products are not intended to be an 
outdoor building material, but galvanized is, however it doesn’t last forever and is 
not an ideal highline anchor.  Plated steel bolts can last as little as 3 months in 
areas like Thailand, Brazil or Hawaii before they can be broken off by hand. 

 
Chapter 2 - Stainless 

The word “stainless” is thrown around like it is a type of steel, 
when in fact there are 5 types or categories with a total of 150 
grades(2).  Chromium and nickel are the 2 major ingredients to 
make steel LESS corrosive (not corrosive proof).  They don’t 
plate steel with these metals, they melt them together creating an 
alloy.  The two different grades you will see in climbing bolts 
are 304 and 316 stainless. 



 

  304 Stainless Steel is also referred to as 18/8 (18% chromium, 8% nickel). 
Most stainless climbing bolts and hangers are made out of 304 grade and are 
significantly more resistant than any plated steel but fail quickly when near the 
ocean.  

    316 stainless or “marine-grade” is 18% Chromium & 10% Nickel & 2% 
Molybdenum, and less than 1% of carbon, phosphorus, sulfur, nitrogen.  The 
Molybdenum is added to help resist corrosion to chlorides (salts) like in coastal 
areas.  Fixe sells marine grade wedge bolts, glue ins, anchors and hangers.  316SS 
is the most corrosion resistant mechanical bolt that you can buy since titanium isn’t 
available as a mechanical bolt, only glue ins.  However, in those harsh conditions 
of Thailand, Brazil and Hawaii, 316 stainless climbing 
bolts can completely fail within 3 years and so 
something even more corrosion resistant is required.  

Duplex stainless or PLX stainless or 
HCR (high corrosion resistant) or 904SS or 
steel grade 1.4462, whatever the hell you 

want to call it, is coming onto the scene 
as a super stainless option.   Fixe sells this as a more corrosion 
resistant version of stainless, however they did have a recall on 
them because they were rusting, go figure! Petzl sells a HCR 
wedge bolt with a HCR hanger for the low low price of a what a 
car costs.  Bolt Products in Germany have their “Sea Water” series 
with twisted rod glue ins that supposedly break at 100kn and last 
50 years for around €10 each.   Here is some toilet reading if you 
think PLX HCR is interesting.  However, titanium shines 

(metaphorically more than literally) over stainless.  
 

Chapter 3 - Titanium 
With a tensile strength similar to alloy 

steel, almost half the density of steel (56%) and 
platinum level of corrosion resistance, it is the 
“Cadillac” of all bolts.  It is estimated that they 
can last up to 200 years (see 
www.titanclimbing.com).  Fun fact: titanium is 
the 9th most plentiful element on earth and melts 
at 3,135F (400F more than steel).  Titan Climbing manufactured the first certified 
titanium glue in bolt.  It’s a “P” shape (one continuous rod) so there is no chance 
for a weld point to break.  It requires a 14mm, or ⅝ inch hole and holds 35kn. 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/bolts/hely-glue-in-bolt-duplex-stainless/
http://www.fixeclimbing.com/public/RECALL-FIXE%2024-10-2017_EN.pdf
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/COEUR-BOLT-HCR#.V9BhF5MrKL4
http://www.bolt-products.com/SeaWaterSeries_000.htm
https://www.mountainproject.com/forum/topic/112132048/fixe-plx-hcr-new-metal-as-alt-to-titanium
http://www.titanclimbing.com/


 

They are about 30% more expensive as marine grade stainless and similarly priced 
to Bolt-Products duplex SS, but last much much longer.  
 
Chapter 4 - Galvanic Corrosion 

Metals are finicky in that you can’t just 
mix any 2 that you want.  They all have a 
different electric current and the metal with 
less nobility (less electrode potential) will 
corrode very rapidly if mixed with a higher 
nobility (more electrode potential).  So if you 
mix a stainless steel bolt with a zinc plated nut 
or washer, the nut or washer will corrode 
quickly.  If you mix a SS hanger with a zinc 
plated bolt, you won’t see the corrosion 
happening in the hole.  And SS bolts with zinc 
plated hangers will be real obvious.  This also 
includes galvanized chain links on stainless 
bolts.  So be mindful of your bolt, washer, and hangers.  They all need to be the 
made of the same metal and that metal should be at least 304 stainless if not better. 
See these photos as examples.  

 
 



 

Chapter 5 - Stress Corrosion Cracking 
We love the coast, but the coast doesn’t love our bolts.  So many coastal areas, 
especially with, but not limited to, limestone eat away stainless bolts quickly, even 
316SS.  Fixe calls their 316SS “marine grade” but it is not suitable for all marine 
environments. See the bolts failures in these photos and see how important 
titanium glue in bolts are in coastal environments.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

So titanium is the best option in any areas that have a risk 
of SCC.  It may feel more expensive but it isn’t that much 
more.  If a 100 year cost for an anchor is considered, 
titanium is significantly cheaper.  This isn’t the solution to 
every area for every highline, mostly because it’s not 
practical to drill a 14mm hole by hand and some areas are 
too hot for glues to be effective.  However, there are no 
other options for high corrosion areas and Titan Eterna 
bolt’s are great for most areas in general. 
 
 
Chapter 6 - Conclusions 
Never use zinc plated bolts.  Just the slightest scratch 
and the iron underneath is exposed to corrosion.  And 
think about what holds the bolt… the wedge or sleeve at 
the base of the bolt.  That contact point is what holds 
everything, and now that contact point is compromised 
as it is scraped against the inside of the hole.  Also 
consider that most highlining anchors are placed on TOP 

of rocks, allowing water to go 
into these holes and just sit 
inside, so it is very important 
that a bolt can withstand 
corrosion. 
     Don’t mix metals or you risk bimetallic corrosion, 
speeding up the corrosion of 1 of the components of your 
bolt.  And coastal areas cause excessive exposure to 
corrosion that even 316SS or even PLX HCR stainless 
cannot withstand.  Don’t be cheap with people’s lives and 
install the highest quality bolts for your highlines. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

The Book of 

ANATOMY 
“Know what thy is shoving in thou hole.” 

Some bolts have 5 separate parts and others are just a single rod 
bent and twisted into shape.  Some are welded and some have 
hangers built into them.  Surprisingly, for being just a metal “stick” 
you shove into a hole, there is a lot of details that go into them as 
they are basically tiny machines.  Know how your little machine 
works so you know that it will get installed correctly. 
 
Chapter 1 - Types of bolts 

Let’s just skip over compression bolts (old school button heads).  They are 
cheap crap that are barely worth using as a temporary anchor.  I’ve never seen a 
highline anchor with button heads and I hope I never do.  There are 2 types of 
mechanical bolts (bolts with moving parts), wedge and 
sleeve, and there are some sleeve anchors that are 
removable.  Then there are bolts with no moving parts 
that are glued into the hole, cleverly named “glue-in” 
bolts.  
 
Mechanical Bolts with Wedges 

These bolts have a small expansion clip with bumps 
on the side located near the base of a bolt shaft. 
Those bumps don’t allow it to move since it is 
slightly bigger than the hole diameter. The very end 

of the bolt is cone shaped, so 
when the nut is tightened, it 
pulls the tapered end of the 
shaft up, expanding the clip.  This kind of bolt is 
recommended only in hard to medium rock as the 
contact point is very minimal.  Sometimes, this bolt 
gets extracted so much while wrenching it tight, 



 

mostly if the clip were to slip, that the threaded rod ends up sticking up so 
high that it hinders carabiners from clipping the hangers and leaves 
significantly less bolt in the rock.  Never use these in sandstone or other soft 
rock as it can wear down the rock at the contact points under cyclic loads 
(whippers). 

 
 
Mechanical Bolts with Sleeves 

These bolts are threaded rods with a coned nut on the end.  These are called 
sleeve anchors because the sleeve part covers the entire bolt shaft.  The hex 
head and the shaft are one piece, rather than threads at the top with a nut. 
The “nut” is instead at the bottom and is coned shape so the tighter it is, the 
more it expands the sleeve. Therefore the hex head stays flush on the hanger 
rather than the rod sticking out.  The sleeve also allows for more contact area 
and is ok to use for all types of rock although the softer the rock is, the more 
glue in bolts are preferred.  These bolts especially need to be tightened at a 
specific torque, so if you don’t take a torque wrench with you, practice at 
home to get the right feel for it before doing your project.  See the buying 
guide on for all your options at the end of the “Mechanical Bolts” section. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Removable Bolts 

Removable bolts are great where you 
don’t want to leave permanent bolts 
because it is a high traffic area or it’s a 
highline that rarely will be rigged.  It’s 
also great if you don’t want to wait for 
glue in bolts to cure, because these 
allow you to install the glue ins 
AFTER you highline on the 
removables.  The concepts are the 
same as wedge and sleeve bolts, however the harder you pull on those bolts, 
the more they grab the rock.  Contrarily, removables are designed so the 



 

sleeves can be pulled up separately after untightening, allowing you to avoid 
the wedging action that keeps the bolt in the rock.  These should not be used 
as a long term anchor because if they ever were to loosen, they will not be 
safe to use.  Just like all bolts, there are some downsides.  They need to be 
drilled perfect because if it is to big, it just spins in the hole and if it is too 
small then it’s a real bitch trying to remove them.  If a hole is repeatedly 
used for a removable, mostly in softer rock, it can wear out the hole, and no 

one likes a hole that is worn out!  If someone tries to 
repeat a line, they may not know if it was a 12mm or ½” 
hole and that’s important because they require different 
bolts.  Or the hole can get filled in with debris and need 
extensive cleaning.  Also, in my experience, removables 
can look pretty mangled after a few “removings” so 
that’s why they aren’t called “reusable bolts” but 
“removable bolts”.  They can be reused but not 
indefinitely.  

    Fixe’s Triplex (12mm) has a threaded rod with a tapered cone and 
Climbtech Legacy bolt (½”) is a flush hex bolt with a coned nut on the end. 
I have found Climbtech to be easier to remove than the Triplex.  Climbtech, 
for good or bad, has a built in hanger rated for 25kn (also making them more 
expensive) whereas Triplex can use any 12mm or ½” hanger giving you 
more options.  See Chapter 5 below for “Hangers”. 

If you are real experimental and rich, you can try Climbtech's  fancy 
removable anchor but I personally wouldn’t highline on them because the 
flexible wire would probably be kinked 
after a highline session and they are only 
rated for 12kn.  If you use 8 of these for a 
highline, it should only cost over $600!!! 

Petzl now has the Coeur-Pulse a 
12mm removable that doesn’t require tools (assuming you already have a 
clean hole waiting for you).  Those also are expensive but they can be used 
for highlining and are pretty fancy.  They have an thin sleeve layer that gets 
pulled out of the way when you pull the trigger… aka… tooless.  The fat 
heads on them limit how much you can clip to them but I do recommend 
them if you can afford them.  A video on installing them can be found here. 

 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/bolts/fixe-ss-12-x-75mm-triplex-3-piece-bolt/
http://www.climbtechgear.com/legacy-bolt/
http://www.backcountrygear.com/1-2-in-removable-anchor-climbtech.html?gclid=Cj0KCQjwtJzLBRC7ARIsAGMkOAmYc5lpSh9iZ0uOLG9I2knrjD03Y1X_t02kGQtSTfo14n22KCK4jPQaAloCEALw_wcB
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/COEUR-PULSE
https://vimeo.com/251165417


 

Glue-in Bolts 
And now for my favorite... glue-ins! A bolt that doesn’t need a hanger 

that people can steal, lasts longer than just your interest in highlining, and 
they can have static rope directly threaded through them eliminating 8 heavy 
quicklinks or steel carabiners.  However, if you install threaded rod 
(stainless steel please), then you will need a hanger.  But if you will be using 
an anchor for more than one highline and therefore will be pulled in more 
than one direction this is a good solution.  This allows the nut to be loosened 
and the hanger turned.  However, if hangers are removed and replaced often, 
the threads can get damaged making that bolt worthless.  Glue-ins can come 

as a single shaft with a welded eye on top or a 
continue rod.  U-shape glue ins require 2 holes 
(one for each leg) which is more impact for an 
area and isn’t used for any highlines that I’m 
aware of.  It’s important the glue gets mixed 
right (since it is a 2 part epoxy that is mixed on 

the spot) and that the hole is 100% dust free, but it can offer some of the 
strongest anchors available.  
 

Mechanical bolts are just pushing on a fraction of the sides 
of a hole but glue-ins grab 100% of the hole and that is 
especially important in softer rock or layered rock.  The glue 
gets into the pores of the rock and makes for a bomber 
anchor compared to a wedge.  It also keeps water out of the 
hole.  They are much more technical to install and cost quite 
a bit more than a $9 mechanical bolt if the cost of the glue is 
counted, but they will last a lifetime therefore leaving less of 
a long term impact.  You can buy them at Titan , Fixe , Wave 
or Petzl.  
 
No glue-in is perfect.  TITAN has a great 
titanium bolt that will last a very long time 

and is 35kn but you have to drill a 14mm hole, so this can 
only be used in areas you can power drill.  This bolt gets 
hammered in lightly so it doesn’t risk falling out of its 
placement if installed in overhanging rock.  FIXE doesn’t 
sell Marine Grade stainless in a 12mm diameter and 10mm 
isn’t recommended for highlines but their 304 stainless 
12mm bolts are rated for 35kn.   Also, the weld point is a 

http://www.titanclimbing.com/Titan%20Climbing%20products%20-%20Eterna%20Titanium%20glue%20in%20bolt.html
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/glue-in-bolts/fixe-ss-12mm-x-8cm-glue-in-bolt/
http://wavebolt.com/
https://www.petzl.com/I/en/Sport/Anchors/BAT-INOX#.WWgX4Yjyv-g


 

potential point of failure and is really susceptible to SCC (Stress Corrosion 
Cracking).  PETZL’S 14mm glue-in is 50kn strong but that’s huge requiring 
a 16mm hole.  And their 10mm is too small for highlining, they don’t sell 
12mm.  Both of Petzl’s glue in’s are marine grade 316 stainless.  
 
Do not use glue with mechanical bolts.  You don’t get the best of both 
worlds, you get the worst.  The glue will only sit on the outer sleeve and not 
attach to the actual rod that holds the hanger down.  The glue could prevent 
the anchors from expanding.  If the hole is big enough for glue, the wedge 
won’t wedge.  If the hole is the right size for the hole, there is no room for 
the glue.  The glue can also clog the threads.  I’m not saying that a 
mechanical bolt is going to fall out of the hole easily if you use glue, but that 
is not how they are designed.  Don’t try to get fancy! 

 
 
Chapter 2 - Girth Matters 

Bolts used for highlining see a lot more force than the ones used for 
climbing.  ⅜” (10mm) isn’t sufficient.  12mm or ½” is the minimum standard 
bolt diameter for highline anchors.  If bolting in softer rock or reusing a ½” hole 
for mechanical bolts then drilling a larger hole is recommended so this 5/8 SS 
sleeve bolt can be used.  

Drill bits are important to 
get right.  Although ½” = 
12.7mm, you CANNOT 
interchange 12mm and ½” drill 
bits if you use removables. 
Sometimes 12mm and half inch 
bits can be interchanged for 
wedge or sleeve. And 12mm or 
½” bits are fine for glue ins that require either one.   
 
 

Chapter 3 - Length Matters 
Your length depends on how hard you are… I mean, how hard the rock is. The 
harder the rock, the harder the hole, so don’t worry about deep penetration. 3” is 
fine for hard rock but 4” is preferred.  The softer the rock the softer the hole and so 
you want to get it in as deep as you can.  6” is important for softer rock.  

https://www.concretefasteners.com/5-8-x-6-304-stainless-steel-hex-sleeve-anchor
https://www.concretefasteners.com/5-8-x-6-304-stainless-steel-hex-sleeve-anchor


 

   Remember, bolt lengths describe the entire bolt so keep in mind how much will 
be below and above the surface.  It doesn’t matter how long you think it is but how 
deep it actually penetrates! 
 
Chapter 4 - Washers 
Washers distribute the pressure over more of the hanger 
(serious rocket science material here!).  They might not 
be fancy but they are important. Some bolts, like Powers 
5 piece rawl, comes with the washer. They are also very 
important if chain links are used instead of hangers 
(which is not an ideal method). 
The most common mistake when using washers is to buy 
the shiny cheap ones at the store. Don’t use zinc 
washers! Stainless and stainless need to be together or 
that washer will rust quickly. 
 
Chapter 5 - Hangers 
We aren't talking about the airplane kind or the closet kind, 
but climbing hangers… and they are not all created equal.  

 
The bolt holes generally come in ⅜”, 10mm, ½”, 

12mm and CMI makes a rare hanger with a ⅝” (16mm). It’s 
important to use the right size bolt with right size hanger, 
otherwise it floats around the bolt and can twerk it wrong. 
And we shouldn’t be twerking around our holes! 

 
The hanger strengths vary on normal size hangers 

around 25kn but Fixe's stainless ½” and 12mm hangers are 
30kn certified with a 44kn ultimate breaking strength.  CMI’s ⅝ hanger is also 
rated at a whopping 44kn. 

 
The materials that hangers are made of also vary.  I don’t 
know why aluminum hangers exist, but they do.  They are 
not as strong and it mixes metals.  Fixe sells PS (plated 
steel) and saves very little money in exchange for strength 
(about 10kn less) and longevity (don’t use zinc plated 
anything!).  As amazing as the large CMI’s hangers are, 
they are just powder coated plated steel so that really kills 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/bolts/powers-ss-1/2-x-4-3/4-5-piece-bolt-r5934/
https://www.cmi-gear.com/collections/rigging-hardware/products/bhanger?variant=640162233
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/hangers/fixe-ss-1/2-bolt-hanger/


 

the stoke I have for them.  Stainless steel hangers are the only kind of materials 
that should be used for hangers.  Fixe and Petzl both sell 304 stainless hangers. 
Fixe even sells a 316 stainless hanger. 

 
 
Bolt-Products makes a 12mm (the size of the bolt hole) hanger out 
of 8mm stainless rod so rope can be threaded through, eliminating 
the need for quicklinks. The downside is that it is welded, 
increasing the risk of SCC (stress crack corrosion), and the weld 
point is a risk point of failure (though unlikely).  They are rated 
for 25kn and a great solution to be able to run the rope directly in 
the hanger, which you cannot do with a normal hanger.  
 
 

 
 
Chainlinks are commonly used as 
a cheap “hanger” that a rope can 
be threaded in and is generally 
rated for 30kn to 70kn.   One 
downside is that they rust because 
no one buys high quality chain 
links.  The other problem is they 
don’t sit flush with the rock, 
meaning they pull on the bolt 
about a half inch above the rock, 
creating a lever that greatly 
reduces the strength of the bolt.  Also, if you see chains, there is a 90% chance 
there is a zinc plated bolt in the rock since price was the obvious deciding factor 
when installing the anchor.  Consider the more links you have, the more points of 
failure you risk.  These chain link bolts can only be used to pull shear (sideways) 
and cannot be used to pull a bolt in tension (straight out). You can buy SS chain in 
short length at RapBolting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/hangers/fixe-ss-1/2-bolt-hanger/
https://www.karstsports.com/petzl-p36as-coeur-stainless-hanger-single-unit/?sku=P104167%20(P36AS%2010)&gclid=Cj0KCQjwqvvLBRDIARIsAMYuvBGnbrwHpjVsp-a_4bXOWHxAOrc2Om6anHnV8Lg4bS-zb28YGA6w2-caAu-MEALw_wcB
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/hangers/fixe-ss-12mm-bolt-hanger-marine-grade/
http://www.bolt-products.com/ProtectionBolts.htm
https://www.rapbolting.com/store/stainless-steel-chain/


 

The Book of 

MECHANICAL BOLTS 
“Nail thy rod in thou hole, then screw it hard.” 

So mechanical bolts aren’t rocket science. 
If you have the right size hole, and a quality 
bolt made of stainless, the basic idea is that 
you smash it in and tighten it.  A wedge gets 
sucked into something that expands.  You can 
have a wedged rod or wedged nut, and if the 
part that expands is tall enough, it’s no longer 

a plain ol’ wedge bolt but magically transforms into a sleeve bolt.  However, like 
everything, it’s what they don’t tell you that gets ya… so let's go over the little 
nuances of each type of bolt that will help you install a safe bolt for highlining.  
 
 
Chapter 1 - Sleeve Bolts 

Smash them in and 
tighten them.  It’s not much 
harder than that, but here is 
some stuff you need to know. 
It is important to install the 
hanger onto the bolt BEFORE 
hammering it in.  If you forget, 
then you may not be able to pull it back out to get the hanger on.  If you can 
partially remove it like the Power-Bolt, then you risk debris getting into the 
threaded cone at the bottom.  If you take the nut off of Fixe’s Triplex bolt, then the 
whole rod can fall into the hole and probably deep enough to where you can’t get it 
out because there would be no way to grab it.  So, install the hanger of your liking 
to the bolt BEFORE hammering it into hole.  Place the coned nut, that is at the 
bottom, so it is just touching the sleeve but don’t pre-expand the sleeve (see pic 
above). 

Now it’s time to hammer it in (the hole is clean, right!?).  If it goes in really 
really easy, you may have a hard time getting it to tighten because the entire bolt 



 

and all its parts are spinning in the hole.  If it is a bitch to get in the hole, then your 
hole is too small and you risk breaking or compromising your bolt, and the harder 
it is to get in a removable, the harder it will be to get it out!  

   Then tighten it.  All bolts have a specific torque 
pressure they require to achieve the ratings that the 
manufacturer claimed.  Torque wrenches are not 
expensive but can suck to take on a long hike.  If you 
don’t use one on the mountain, at least use it on some 
practice bolts at home in your backyard so you know what 
it should feel like.  If 25 foot lbs of torque is required and 
you have no freaking clue what that feels like, use a small 
to medium wrench and pull until your face scrunches but 
not so hard that you grunt.  If you pull too hard thinking 
that tighter is better, you could break the bolt or stress 
crack it, and it compromises its integrity.  If you don’t 
tighten it enough, obviously the risk is that it could come 
out.  A fun experiment is to try to pull out your test bolts 
after hardly tightening it at all.  It is amazing how well 
they hold.  However it is important that they are properly 
tightened. 
Hangers want to be a certain direction depending which 

way you pull them.  You don’t want to randomly place 
your hanger and then when tension is applied to it, forces 
it to spin to the correct orientation while under pressure.  If 
it doesn’t spin, then you are pulling on that hanger in a 

very unfavorable way, just as if you pulled against the gate of a carabiner.  It 
greatly reduces the strength.  Petzl’s hangers are rated for 25kn, but if pulled in 
tension (straight out) they are only rated for 18kn!  Put a carabiner on the hanger 
and pull on it in the direction the highline will pull it.  Remember that the furthest 
outside bolts are going to be pulled diagonally 
towards the master point, and not necessarily 
the same direction as the highline. 

Keep in mind that if your hole is too 
shallow, the bolt obviously won’t go in all the 
way, but that means the hanger will be 
spinning because it isn’t secured to the rock. 
That doesn’t mean it will blow out the hole if 
you use it, but it is considered sloppy and I 
don’t know if I would trust a bolt that I knew 



 

nothing about if the hanger is loosely spinning.  If you really goofed, and it is 
sticking way up, then it could leverage the bolt, breaking it at a much lower force 
than the spec sheet says. 

Sleeve bolts are better for softer rock because they have a larger surface area 
and can open the split sleeve wider than just a wedge bolt with a small clip at the 
end of it.  The softer the rock, the deeper and bigger you will want your bolt. 
There is no downside to using a sleeve bolt in hard rock so it is a good idea to use 
them unless you want marine grade 316 stainless, which is hard to come by in a 
sleeve bolt. 
 
Chapter 2 - Wedge Bolts 

The real difference is the size of the expansion clip at the base 
of the rod.  There is no real reason to use wedge bolts over sleeve bolts 
other than it’s easier to find 316SS, as most sleeve bolts are 304SS.  So 
if you have a real corrosive area, like the ocean, and hard rock (as it’s 
never a good idea to install in soft rock), then these might be the right 
choice.  But if the area is that corrosive, you might as well put in 
Titanium glue in bolts to make sure that it lasts.  

To install, start in the same way as the sleeve bolts by putting 
the hanger on the bolt before hammering.  These too require a specific 
torque.  Tighter isn’t always better.  Be sure to line up your hanger 
with the direction you will pull it and wrench it down. 

 
Chapter 3 - Are you an Innie or an Outie? 

Ok, so bolts don’t have innies as much as flush hex heads.  A hex head 
attached to the rod sucks up the nut at the bottom like a good cough will do to 
yours!  The rod/shaft doesn’t get any higher the more you tighten it; all the magic 

happens in the hole.  Only sleeve bolts have 
this design. 
But then there are outies where the rod is 
being pulled out of the rock as you tighten the 
nut.  This can be on some sleeve bolts, but it is 
on every wedge bolts.  The nut should be 
installed when you hammer it in, but you 
don’t want to hit the nut because that means 

you are putting all the force on the threads and that can damage them.  However, 
you don’t want the rod sticking way up when you are done, so you want to start the 
nut as high as you can get it, without actually hitting it. 



 

 
Chapter 4 - Hangers matter 

The hanger the bolt is securing to the rock is as important as the bolt itself.  
Most hangers are rated for 22kn to 25kn just like the carabiners climbers generally 
attach to them.  However, highlines can put significantly more force on the hangers 
and because of the sharp edges hangers have, ropes cannot just be threaded through 
them.  It is common practice to use a 10mm quicklink which is rated for 90kn, and 
attach them to hangers that are rated for 25kn, which are secured to sandstone with 
a zinc plated 3” wedge bolt which can be rated around 8kn.  Don’t live in a fantasy 
world where you count the strongest part of your anchor. 
Ideally, we want the strength to be excessive at the 
anchors and progressively get less but still leaving the 
webbing to be the weakest link in the system.  Let’s aim 
for super duper bomber bolts, with a bomber hanger, to a 
solid rated quicklink.  So here are some options so they 
are not the weak link in the system: 

● Fixe has some SS hangers that have a Ultimate 
Breaking Strength up to 44kn or 10,000lbs, and 
are CE/UIAA Certified for 30kn 

○ 1/2" 304SS for $3.00 
○ 12mm 304SS for $3.00  
○ 12mm 316SS for $6.35  

 
● Petzl has a 316SS hanger that is only $3.70 each but they are only rated for 

25kn.  
 

● CMI has a hanger for a ⅝” bolt and is powder coated steel.  Since we can’t 
mix metals and shouldn’t use anything but stainless, these probably 
shouldn’t be used.  And they are $10.35 each! 

 
● Bolt-Products has a hanger made from a 8mm 

316SS (A4) welded rod for a 12mm bolt at a price 
of €5.20.  Landcrusing also stocks them at the 
same price.  These allow a rope to be threaded 
directly inside of them.  Landcruising rates them 
at 25kn but Bolt-Products rates them at 45kn.  I 
like how they eliminates one point of failure (the 
quicklinks), however, it is welded and that 
becomes the weakest point (yet still bomber AF) 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/hangers/fixe-ss-1/2-bolt-hanger/
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/hangers/fixe-ss-12mm-bolt-hanger/
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/hangers/fixe-ss-12mm-bolt-hanger-marine-grade/
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/COEUR-STAINLESS
https://www.cmi-gear.com/collections/rigging-hardware/products/bhanger?variant=640162233
http://www.bolt-products.com/ProtectionBolts.htm
https://landcruising-slacklines.de/en/hardware/bolts/109/bolt-products-bolt-hanger-m12


 

and most susceptible to corrosion.  These are my favorite hanger.  They 
work great with Fixe’s Triplex Bolts or any 12mm bolt that you have. 

 
 

● Chain links require many washers between the link and the rock to raise it 
high enough so the second link doesn’t grind on the rock.  This means all the 
pressure is being put towards the top of the bolt instead of the base, 
significantly reducing strength.  Also, they cannot be pulled in tension, so if 
you put your bolts in the middle of a cliff face to be pulled directly outward, 
chain links cannot be used.  Keep in mind these don’t work for sleeve bolts 
that stay flush so then wedge bolts are most likely going to be used which 
isn’t the best option but OK if stainless. The one good thing about them is 
that they can have a rope threaded in them eliminating the need for 
quicklinks.  However, chain links you may see at highlines are probably zinc 
plated because cost was the determining factor when installing them.  If you 
love chain links, you can buy SS chain in short lengths at RapBolting.  If 
you buy 5 links and cut the middle one (leaving you with 2 x 2 links), they 
only cost $3 per bolt. 1st Chain Supply also offers ½” made from 316SS but 
it is 14.90 per foot with a 10 foot minimum.  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.rapbolting.com/store/stainless-steel-chain/
http://www.1st-chainsupply.com/chain/stainless.htm?gclid=CjwKEAjwpMLOBRC9mb-H_c6q4VISJAD4hnmQDyK1A8VdbnsbLUG-UGvm70q3RDS6FwYGoZltPeBgahoCPE3w_wcB#%C2%BD


 

Chapter 5 - Ugh, why is it doing that? (FAQs) 
● Why is my sleeve bolt just spinning and not getting tighter? 

○ The hole is probably too big, the entire bolt and all its parts are 
spinning inside.  The nut at the bottom of a sleeve bolt needs to stop 
spinning, so give friction to the nut by pulling up against the sleeve 
while you tighten.  This is done by pulling up/over on the hanger.  If it 
comes out too much, after you get some progress, hit it back down 
flush against the hanger and rock and finish tightening it. 

● Why is the wedge bolt rising as I tighten but not getting tighter? 
○ The clip at the bottom is either spinning with it or the wedge at the 

bottom is lifting the clip instead of expanding it.  The clips commonly 
have 2 bumps on them to give some friction along the rock and so it 
shouldn’t do this, but if that’s your problem then try to pull up on 
hanger while tightening but if you try to hammer a wedge bolt back 
down because it got to high/extracted, it only knocks the wedge out of 
the clip and you are more or less starting all over.  Hole size is pretty 
important here. 

● Why is it snug and tightening but won’t get solid? 
○ If you are sure the sleeve or clip is expanding and it is snug but not 

increasingly getting tighter, then the rock is shit and it’s expanding the 
rock (I have had this happen to me before in Iceland).  

● What are those plastic parts on the sleeve bolts? 
○ Sometimes there are spacer 

sleeves or bushings or 
compression rings that are 
made out of plastic.  These 
just separate the parts and 
it’s not holding any force 
but helps with installation. 
The powers spec sheet 
states, “The Power-Bolt is 
also designed to draw the fixture into full bearing against the base 
material through the action of its flexible compression ring. As the 
anchor is being tightened, the compression ring will crush if necessary 
to tightly secure the fixture against the face of the base material.” 
There is also a plastic star shape below the nut on some bolts and that 
helps with the loose nut syndrome, something we all try to avoid! 



 

Leave them on there, they help.  Don’t worry, they aren’t the parts 
that hold the bolt in the rock. 

● The wedge bolt is secure but the rod sticks up higher than the hanger, is that 
ok? 

○ It cosmetically looks bad and leaves any wandering 
highliner curious as to how much bolt is left in the 
rock.  If you are absolutely sure you have a 
sufficient amount of bolt left in the rock, and the 
wedge and clip are NOT just below the surface, then 
it is going to hold.  I recommend loosening the nut, 
hammering it in again and trying to get it to seat 
deeper.  Just having the tip in the hole isn’t going to 
satisfy everyone involved! 

 
Chapter 6 - Real life shit 

This video is of a bolt breaking during a highline whipper.  Andy Lewis set 
up a highline for an Alex Mason’s Red Bull eclipse shot and had to use some 
existing shitty bolts.  They were shitty zinc plated bolts that corroded enough to 
snap during approximately a 5kn whipper which was spread out over that 3 point 
anchor probably only putting a maximum of 3kn on that bolt. 
 
Chapter 7 - Buying Guide 
There are a lot of companies that manufacture sleeve and wedge bolts. 
FixeHardware.com is the main bolt-specific retailer for climbers, though other 
bolts do exist.  They have some quality products for climbing but not everything 
Fixe sells should be used in a highline application, in fact most of what they sell 
shouldn’t be.  Even the spec sheet on the plated steel power bolts that Fixe sells 
specifies they are for interior applications. 

If you’ve read up to this point, you know zinc plated steel is only for interior 
use, so unless you are rigging interior, urban highlines, please only install 304 or 
316 stainless steel bolts (titanium glue ins are awesome too, but don’t come as a 
mechanical bolt).  Establishing a line is awesome and very rewarding when people 
repeat it, but it’s also a huge responsibility.  Spend just a few extra dollars and a 
few extra minutes to make it last a really long time.  If $75 or $100 is too much to 
establish a line people can enjoy for 50 or 100 years, then please don’t establish 
highlines! 

https://youtu.be/57_r3kxz4to?t=4m28s


 

As nice as it would be to write in this book, “Just use this 1 bolt”, there is no 
perfect bolt as each has pros and cons, so below is a buying guide for your main 
choices (mostly in the USA)  
 
Guide Explanation 

● There is a link for the best prices.  If you find a better source, please share it 
by sending me a message and I will update this. 

● ½” or 12mm size hole is minimum so we don’t include any ⅜” or 10mm.  If 
⅝” or 14mm is an option it is mentioned in description. 

● Length is TOTAL bolt length.  If you have a 4 ½” bolt, you may only end up 
having 3.75” embedded in the rock when you are finished. 

● Material is never zinc, 304 Stainless is good, and 316 Stainless is great 
● Torque specs range all over the place from 20lbf to 60lbf so be sure to know 

what your bolt requires. 
● Strength always has assumptions.  All these figures I provide can be found 

in linked spec sheets for you to check.  Most spec sheets have 2,000psi and 
4,000psi and 6,000psi concrete specs but I tried to use the middle (4,000psi 
concrete) for all of them if available to compare apples to apples.  Keep in 
mind some rock is stronger than 10,000psi but keeping a standard 4,000psi 
helps you understand the bolts as compared to the others.  I list the ultimate 
breaking strength of each bolt and not the WLL (Working Load Limit) as 
each company has different safety ratios.  

● Sheer  is pulling the bolt sideways.  During these tests, the bolt will break by 
snapping off the section that sticks out above the rock. 

● Tension  is pulling the bolt straight out and sometimes pulls the entire bolt 
out or just snaps off the top.  

● The ratings are based on 5 stars and are based on my own biases. 

 



 

Notes 
● Don’t buy cheap wedge bolts from your local hardware store!  These might 

only be about $1 each but they could break as low as 8kn even in good rock 
and they corrode quickly.  

● We don’t include good bolts that only come in ⅜” like these.  And we don’t 
include bolts that only come in zinc plated steel like Cobra Super Sleeve. 

● No sleeve bolts that I found come in 316SS.  These guys have some but the 
strength ratings are lower than average and these other guys are based out of 
New Zealand and I can’t find anywhere to buy them.  But if I could, I 
would! 

● Fixe supposedly has a 316SS wedge bolt but is expensive and unavailable so 
they are not included below. 

● RawlPlug  has a great video but their sleeve bolts are weird.  M8 is what you 
have to use for a 12mm hole since they count thread size and not hole 
diameter like everyone else.  And their specs are showing 22kn which is 
really low.  So they are not included below 

● Don’t use Red Heads!  Even their stainless only holds 20kn in really hard 
rock and only 9kn in soft rock… AND NEVER USE WEDGE BOLTS IN 
SOFT ROCK.  They are not included below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/bolts/fixe-ss-3/8-x-3-3/4-double-wedge-bolt/
https://www.cobraanchors.com/media/import/SUPER-SLEEVE.pdf
http://www.fmstainless.com/images/sleeve_h.pdf
http://fortress.kiwi/site/fortressfasteners/files/Technical%20documents/Construction%20Fasteners/Sleeve%20Anchors.pdf
https://www.rawlplug.co.uk/products/mechanical-anchors/heavy-duty-expansion-anchors/r-spl-ii-safety-plus-ii/r-spl-ii/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=debOjFy6zfw
https://www.rawlplug.co.uk/downloads/card/61032/
https://www.itwredhead.com/portals/0/fmproductcatalog/documents/products/33/dynabolttechnicaldata.pdf


 

 
 

POWER-BOLT (5 Piece Rawl)  
 
Type of Bolt Permanent Sleeve / Hex head stays flush 
Purchase link Fixe @ $9.95 ea or  

Box of 25 here at $8.70 ea or 
ClimbTech @ $13.69  

Video Video  
Tech Specs/Manual Outdated spec sheet from Fixe  

Most recent spec sheet from 
Powers 

Hole size required ½” 
Length 4-¾” 
Type of Metal 304SS 
Torque Specs 25lbf 
Strength 
   Assumptions ½” x 3.5” embedment, SS, 
4,000psi concrete 
   Sheer 9,860lbf / 44.4kn 
   Tension (straight out) 9,040lbf / 40.7kn 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall **** Accessibility ***** 
Price **** Material/Longevity **** 
Design **** Specs ***** 

 
Summary: At $10 a piece you get a SS sleeve bolt that holds around 10,000lbf. 
There are several places to buy it and they are partially removable with just a 
wrench.  Good buy! 
 
General Comments:  

● FixeHardware sells ⅜” options, please don’t use this diameter for highlines. 
They are ok for climbing but not highlining.  Powers manufactures a ⅝” bolt 
which is amazingly strong and ideal for softer rock but they only come in 
plated steel and not stainless. 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/bolts/powers-ss-1/2-x-4-3/4-5-piece-bolt-r5934/
https://www.mutualscrew.com/product/powers-5934-powerbolt-12-x-434-hex-head-sleeve-anchor-304-stainless-steel-185221.cfm
http://www.climbtechgear.com/power-bolt-sleeve-anchor-stainless-steel/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gZZsk38rYAM
http://www.fixehardware.com/specs-manuals/Powers-Power-Bolt-Specs_6930SD.pdf
http://www.powers.com/pdfs/mechanical/06914.pdf
http://www.powers.com/pdfs/mechanical/06914.pdf


 

● Though not entirely removable, you can unscrew the bolt out easily if you 
are willing to leave the nut at the bottom and fill the hole.  The problem with 
trying to take hangers on and off with this bolt is debris can fall into the hole 
and start the clog the threads of the nut at the bottom.  

● I wish Fixe didn’t sell PS (zinc plated steel).  The spec sheet for 
Power-Bolt+ which was for the zinc bolts says on page 1 that they are 
for INTERIOR APPLICATIONS / low level corrosion environments!  
Please only use the stainless version. 

● The sleeve design makes this a suitable bolt for softer rock.  
● Fun fact from spec sheet.  They have to be installed with 4.5” of space 

between bolts at the minimum and at 8” apart from each other, you get 100% 
strength.  This includes from the edge of the cliff too.  If they are too close 
together, it perforates the rock like a check stub, and sets the rock up to fail 
and crack between the holes 

 
 
 

FIXE TRIPLEX  
 
Type of Bolt Removable Sleeve / Rod is pulled out as tightened 
Purchase link Fixe @ $6.00 or  

MtnTools @ $6.90 
12mm Fixe Drill Bit from Fixe @ $15.70  
12mm Fixe Drill Bit from MtnTools @ $15.70 
12mm Milwaukee Drill Bit from Amazon @ $15.92  

Video None 
Tech Specs/Manual None 
Hole size required 12mm 
Length 75mm 
Type of Metal 304SS 
Torque Specs 25lbf 
Strength 
   Assumptions not specified 
   Sheer 5,000lbf 
   Tension (straight out) not specified 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall **** Accessibility ***** 

http://www.fixehardware.com/specs-manuals/Powers-Power-Bolt-Specs_6930SD.pdf
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/bolts/fixe-ss-12-x-75mm-triplex-3-piece-bolt/
https://www.mtntools.com/cat/rclimb/bolts/FixeTriplexBolt.htm
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/sale-items/fixe-sds-12mm-x-105mm-drill-bit/
https://www.mtntools.com/cat/rclimb/bolts/FixeTriplexBolt.htm
https://www.amazon.com/Milwaukee-SDS-Plus-Drill-Bits-210mm/dp/B000A2IQKY


 

Price ***** Material/Longevity **** 
Design *** Specs * 

 
Summary: These are my go-to bolts 
if I intend to install glue ins later. 
Easy enough to remove, works well 
with M12 Hangers eliminating the 
need for quicklinks if threading 
static rope, and reasonably priced, 
especially for stainless.  Wouldn’t 
make them a forever bolt for a 
highline unless I could ensure the 
nut wouldn’t ever become loose, 
because it comes out real easily if it 
does! 
 
 
General Comments:  

● 3 stars on design because no stop nut or lock washer… I wouldn’t leave 
permanent forever… nothing stopping nut from coming loose 

● I really like using the M12 Hangers but the ½” Fixe Inox Hanger also sits 
nicely on it. 

● Design pulls on sleeve rather than tapered cone so it in theory comes out 
easily but if your hole is tight at all… ugh.  If your hole is 12.7mm (½”) it 
won’t tighten.  If your hole is 12.00mm it is too tight.  I spend a lot of money 
figuring this out the hard way.  It has a very narrow tolerance. 

● Specifically designed for rock climbing and are CE/UIAA Certified like 
climbing gear is but no real specs are given other than rated for 5,000lbs! 

● The frustrating part of these is how hard it is to buy a 12mm SDS drill bit 
that is compatible for this bolt.  Not all 12mm are created equal.  I bought a 
handful of these bolts but then Fixe was sold out of the drill bits… for about 
1 year!  I tried 6 other drill bits and spent about $150 trying to find a bit that 
worked.  The milwaukee bit was the only one that substituted well and if 
Fixe is sold out, at least this is an option. 

 
 
 
 
 

https://landcruising-slacklines.de/en/hardware/bolts/109/bolt-products-bolt-hanger-m12
https://landcruising-slacklines.de/en/hardware/bolts/109/bolt-products-bolt-hanger-m12
https://www.amazon.com/Milwaukee-SDS-Plus-Drill-Bits-210mm/dp/B000A2IQKY


 

 
 

CONFAST SLEEVE 
Best sleeve bolt for the best price - I highly recommend! 

 
Type of Bolt Permanent Sleeve / Rod is pulled out as tightened 
Purchase link $3.13ea (Box of 25) for 4" & $2.39ea (box of 25) for 3"  
Video Video 
Tech Specs/Manual None 
Hole size required ½” 
Length 3” or 4” embedment 
Type of Metal 304SS 
Torque Specs 30-40lbf 
Strength 
   Assumptions 2,000psi 
   Sheer 3,645lbf 
   Tension (straight out) 1,676lbf 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall **** Accessibility ***** 
Price ***** Material/Longevity *** 
Design ** Specs ***** 

 
Summary: Wow, these are strong and cheap.  The specs are pretty good because it 
is based on soft 2,000psi rock, it would be better in harder rock.  The rod comes 
out as it is tightened but SS for $3 a piece might be worth it.  Their video is 
helpful, their company seems to have good customer service.  Even comes in a 
bomber ⅝” bolt too! Which I highly recommend for sandstone. 
General Comments:  

● They manufacture a ⅝” x 4.25” SS sleeve bolt which the 
climbing specific brands don’t.  If you don’t use glue ins for 
soft rock, these are the answer.  14,608lbf tension and 16,872lbf 
sheer. Wow. 

 
 
 
 

https://www.concretefasteners.com/1-2-x-4-304-stainless-steel-hex-sleeve-anchor
https://www.concretefasteners.com/1-2-x-3-304-stainless-steel-hex-sleeve-anchor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=99&v=ygRsn7xLfJk
https://www.concretefasteners.com/5-8-x-4-1-4-304-stainless-steel-hex-sleeve-anchor


 

 

PETZL COEUR PULSE  
 
Type of Bolt Tooless removable sleeve bolt 
Purchase link Petzl @ $64.95  or  

Barrabes @ $49.20  
12mm Fixe Drill Bit from Fixe @ $15.70  
12mm Fixe Drill Bit from MtnTools @ $15.70 
12mm Milwaukee Drill Bit from Amazon @ $15.92  

Video Video  
Tech Specs/Manual None 
Hole size required 12mm 
Length 65mm 
Type of Metal 316SS 
Torque Specs by hand 
Strength 
   Assumptions 7200PSI (50MPa) 
   Sheer 20kn (4,500lbf) 
   Tension (straight out) doubt you want to pull straight out on these 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall **** Accessibility ***** 
Price * Material/Longevity ***** 
Design ***** Specs * 

 
Summary: These are amazing if you 
don’t consider the cost or strength. 
Sometimes this is all you need and is 
pretty nifty to have.  Petzl really 
emphasizes how perfectly round the hole 
has to be and it concerns me to have 
really tight tolerances.  They also require 
some pretty hard rock because the 
“sleeve” is paper thin on these things.  I 
doubt I will be buying 8 of these for my 
removable set anytime soon. 
 
 
 

https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/COEUR-PULSE
http://www.barrabes.com/en/petzl-coeur-pulse-12-mm/p-77013?idvariedad=307067&opt=d&utm_source=Google.eeuu&utm_medium=Shopping&utm_campaign=producto&gclid=CjwKCAjwnLjVBRAdEiwAKSGPI0N5RlO-pg8D64xf1gn-592VaJk_ZeETfZQEcjZtgA7kvRUMuVi6hhoCRtMQAvD_BwE
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/sale-items/fixe-sds-12mm-x-105mm-drill-bit/
https://www.mtntools.com/cat/rclimb/bolts/FixeTriplexBolt.htm
https://www.amazon.com/Milwaukee-SDS-Plus-Drill-Bits-210mm/dp/B000A2IQKY
https://vimeo.com/251165417


 

 

MCMASTER-CARR  
 
Type of Bolt Permanent Sleeve / Rod is pulled out as tightened 
Purchase link McMaster-Carr @ $12.96  
Tech Specs/Manual None 
Hole size required ½” 
Length 4.5” 
Type of Metal 304SS / 18/8 
Torque Specs 38lbf 
Strength 
   Assumptions 4,000psi concrete 
   Sheer 6,000lbf 
   Tension (straight out) 4,800lbf 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall ** Accessibility ***** 
Price * Material/Longevity *** 
Design ** Specs * 

 
Summary: Just another option but not a good one.  I wish the rod didn’t come out 
as tightened.  I also think the strength is poor compared to Power-Bolt.  So if you 
want a bolt 30% weaker and cost 30% more, here you go! 
 
General Comments:  

● They manufacture a ⅝” x 5” SS sleeve bolt which the other climbing 
specific brands don’t, however the ratings aren’t impressive at 6,000lbf 
tension and 8,400lbf sheer.  I would expect it to be double for that size! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.mcmaster.com/#96892a300/=19mgw5c
https://www.mcmaster.com/#96892a314/=19mh12r


 

 

BOLT-PRODUCTS WEDGE  
 
Type of Bolt Wedge 
Purchase link BM12-120 for €2,80  
Tech Specs/Manual Info on sale page  
Hole size required 12mm 
Length 120mm (4.7”)  
Type of Metal 316SS (A4) 
Torque Specs ??? 
Strength 
   Assumptions Unknown 
   Sheer 11,690lbf (52KN) 
   Tension (straight out) ??? 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall **** Accessibility ***** 
Price ***** Material/Longevity ***** 
Design ** Specs ***** 

 
DON’T USE WEDGE BOLTS IN SOFT ROCK! 

 
Summary: Sleeve bolts are preferred but if you have good rock, these are the best 
wedge bolts for the price that you can buy.  Certified for what we are using them 
for and made out of marine grade stainless.  They also come in 100mm length. 
Please don’t use the 10mm version that they sell for highlining. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

http://www.bolt-products.com/ProtectionBolts.htm


 

UPAT MAX A4 EXPRESS 
 
Type of Bolt Wedge 
Purchase link Landcruising at €5.95  
Tech Specs/Manual Info on sale page  
Hole size required 12mm 
Length 110mm (4.3”)  
Type of Metal 316SS (A4) 
Torque Specs 44lbf 
Strength 
   Assumptions Unknown 
   Sheer Doesn’t specify 
   Tension (straight out) Doesn’t specify 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall **** Accessibility ***** 
Price *** Material/Longevity ***** 
Design ** Specs * 

 
DON’T USE WEDGE BOLTS IN SOFT ROCK! 

 
Summary: These wedge bolts don’t have any ratings available but a highlining 
outfitter sells them and they are 316SS so they are trustworthy-ish.  I’m confident 
that they are safe enough but they are twice as much as Bolt-Product’s wedge bolt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://landcruising-slacklines.de/en/hardware/bolts/111/upat-max-a4-express-bolt


 

CONFAST WEDGE  
 
Type of Bolt Wedge 
Purchase link WAS-31612414 at $7.43ea (box of 25)  
Video Video  
Tech Specs/Manual Tech Data  
Hole size required ½” 
Length 4” embedment 
Type of Metal 316SS 
Torque Specs 50-60lbf 
Strength 
   Assumptions 4,000psi rock 
   Sheer 9,377lbf 
   Tension (straight out) 8,942lbf 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall **** Accessibility ***** 
Price ***** Material/Longevity ***** 
Design ** Specs ***** 

 
DON’T USE WEDGE BOLTS IN SOFT ROCK! 

 
Summary: Sleeve bolts are preferred but if you have good rock, these also work 
because you can get a marine grade stainless steel with great specs and a good 
price.  
 
General Comments:  

● This comes in a ⅝” and is 316SS and is rated to hold an elephant, but that is 
overkill in good rock and wedge bolts should only be placed in solid rock. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.confast.com/products/wedge-anchor-316-stainless.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=3JI_9ggbmcY
https://www.confast.com/products/technical-info/thunderstud-anchor.aspx


 

RAWLPLUG 
 
Type of Bolt Wedge 
Purchase link R-HPTII-A-4 at £4.59ea (box of 100)  
Video video  
Tech Specs/Manual Tech Data  
Hole size required 12mm 
Length 100mm 
Type of Metal 316SS 
Torque Specs 50lbf 
Strength 
   Assumptions unspecified 
   Sheer 29.6kn 
   Tension (straight out) 29.2kn 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall *** Accessibility * 
Price **** Material/Longevity ***** 
Design ** Specs *** 

 
DON’T USE WEDGE BOLTS IN SOFT ROCK! 

 
Summary: If you are in the UK and really like wedge bolts for some reason, these 
are a good buy. 
 
General Comments:  

● It was hard to find retailers and Rawlplug sleeve anchors specs were odd, 
but if you live in the UK and want a 316SS bolt for good rock, here it is.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.orbitalfasteners.co.uk/en/products/m12-x-100-rawl-r-hptii-a4-through-bolt-stainless-steel-a4-316-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=debOjFy6zfw
https://www.rawlplug.co.uk/downloads/card/1061/


 

POWER-STUD 
 
Type of Bolt Wedge 
Purchase link TannerBolt has SD6 @ $5.12ea (Box of 50) 
Video video  
Tech Specs/Manual Tech Data  
Hole size required ½” 
Length 4.5” 
Type of Metal SD4 is 304SS 

SD6 is 316SS 
Torque Specs 40lbf 
Strength for both 
   Assumptions ½” x 3.75” embedment with 4,000psi rock 
   Sheer 5,090lbf / 22.6kn  
   Tension (straight out) 9,300lbf / 41.4kn (no i did not mix up sheer and tension!) 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall *** Accessibility **** 
Price **** Material/Longevity ***** 
Design ** Specs **** 

 
DON’T USE WEDGE BOLTS IN SOFT ROCK! 

 
Summary: I’m not sure why sheer strength is so much lower than tension but this is 
a good wedge bolt that you can get in both kinds of stainless and the good 316SS is 
a good price. 
 
General Comments:  

● You can’t buy these 1 bolt at a time but they are a good price for what they 
are.  Wedge bolts aren’t ideal and i triple checked the spec sheet to see that 
the sheer strength is only 
22kn which sucks because 
the hanger is going to rated 
for at least 8kn more than 
that. 

 

http://www.tannerbolt.com/products/ANCHORS/MECHANICAL-ANCHORS/MECHANICAL-EXPANSION-ANCHORS/POWER-STUD-MECHANICAL-EXPANSION-ANCHORS/POWER-STUD-SD-STRENGTH-DESIGN-ANCHORS/POWER-STUD-SD6-ANCHORS.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n43pF8G9hYo
http://www.powers.com/pdfs/mechanical/7312SD4_7612SD6.pdf


 

HILTI KB3 
 
Type of Bolt Wedge 
Purchase link Hilti KB3 @ $12.64ea (box of 25) 
Tech Specs/Manual Tech Data  
Hole size required ½” 
Length 3.75” 
Type of Metal 316SS 
Torque Specs 40lbf (pg 3 of specs) 
Strength for both 
   Assumptions Unspecified - see page 10 of spec sheet 
   Sheer 4,510lbf / 20.1kn 
   Tension (straight out) 9,490lbf / 42.2kn 
Rating out of 5 stars 

Overall ** Accessibility ** 
Price * Material/Longevity ***** 
Design ** Specs *** 

 
DON’T USE WEDGE BOLTS IN SOFT ROCK! 

 
Summary: Another option, but not a great one. 
 
General Comments:  

● You also have to buy these 25 at a time. They also have a higher tension 
rating than sheer which is odd.  These are quite expensive for something that 
isn’t really special but if you love Hilti, then here you go. 

 
 

CLIMBTECH LEGACY  
 
Type of Bolt Removable sleeve / Hex head stays flush 
Purchase link Sold out here or  

Sold out here too  
Video Video  

     (doesn’t show current model) 
Tech Specs/Manual Manual  

https://www.hilti.com/anchor-systems/expansion-anchors/282569
https://www.hilti.com/medias/sys_master/documents/h7a/9233453875230/Technical-information-ASSET-DOC-LOC-1543385.pdf
http://www.backcountrygear.com/legacy-bolt-with-hanger.html
http://www.climbtechgear.com/legacy-bolt/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mO8W_AYsN_c
http://www.climbtech.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/CT-LGC50X4_LegacyBolt_booklet_V1.3.pdf


 

(has no specs!?) 
Hole size required ½” 
Length 3.5” 
Type of Metal 304SS 
Torque Specs 20lbf 
Strength 

Assumptions Hanger rated for 25kn 
Sheer Unspecified (UIAA rated but no specs???) 
Tension (straight out) Unspecified 

Rating out of 5 stars 
Overall *** Accessibility * 
Price *** Material/Longevity *** 
Design ***** Specs * 

 
Summary: I only put these on here because they seem 
to be highly regarded in the climbing community.  I 
have a few and use them sometimes for temporary 
situations.  I assume they are not discontinued and will 
be available again.  But compared to other bolts, these 
are not that amazing.  
 
General Comments:  

● Price may seem high, but don’t forget it includes 
a hanger 

● They don’t have a spec sheet, they don’t have 
sheer or tension specs or how hard the rock is 
that they tested their bolt in.  Looks like they 
only rated their hanger. Very unprofessional. 

● Designed with climbing in mind for climbing 
applications.  Most other bolts have a construction intended application. So I 
guess that gives it a plus? 

● Best removal design I’ve ever seen.  Generally when you try to remove a 
removable, the nut at the bottom gets pulled up into sleeve when you try to 
pull up on the rod, but this has the stop tabs to prevent this. 

● Hanger is not replaceable because of the stop tabs and is 10 kn weaker than 
fixes SS hangers probably leaving strength on the table assuming this bolt is 
stronger than 25kn in good rock. 

 



 

The Book of 

GLUE IN BOLTS 
“Sometimes it gets sticky when thou shoves it in, but be sure it gets hard!” 

Glue in bolts are better in many ways but installation is trickier. 
They are stronger, last longer and more convenient to use since 
many don’t require hangers.  However, the holes have to be really 
clean, the glue has to mix right AND fill up the whole hole… all 
without getting it everywhere. Also, the bolt isn’t adjustable later 
so it better be right.  They can last a long long time and can be the 
best option, especially in soft or layered rock, so let’s go over 
what you need to know so you can do it like a pro. 
  

Chapter 1 - Bolt Types 
I suppose you could glue anything inside of a hole, but if you are installing glue in bolts, I 
assume you are thinking long term and want to do it right.  It is NOT recommended to 
use mechanical bolts with moving parts like we described in the last section.  The glue 
wouldn’t grab the right parts, like sitting on the sleeves and not the actual stud, and the 
mechanical parts get gummed up by the glue and aren’t free to do what they need to do. 
And any properly placed mechanical bolt is going to fit the hole so tightly, there wouldn’t 
be any room for the glue and therefore push it all out.   There are bolts specifically 
designed for glue, so let’s go over our options. 
 
U shape bolts 

Also called staple bolts, these are almost never used in highlining 
as they require two holes and have twice the impact.  And consider 
that the 2 legs rarely share the load so you don’t necessarily get 2x 
the strength.  If one leg goes, so do you.  AND… when holes are 
drilled that close together, it could weaken the rock.  The benefit to 
these is that they do test stronger when being pulled straight out 
than the P shape bolts.  Please don’t buy any ol’ U shape bolt from 
the hardware store!  If you must use them, please use Titan’s 
because they are very corrosion resistant and rated for 15kn with 
an MBS rating of 30kn but commonly break above 50kn. 

http://www.titanclimbing.com/Titan%20Climbing%20products%20-%20Titanium%20staple%20U%20bolts.html


 

  
Single Rod glue in bolts 

Climbing-specific glue-in bolts generally have an eye at the top 
so they don’t require a hanger.  These are nice because you can 
thread it with a static rope eliminating the need for quicklinks. 
The single rod, or solid leg bolt, has grooves or notches on the 

shaft for the glue to have something to 
grab. This is critical as epoxy glue 
doesn’t grab stainless steel very well, 
but stainless is critical for longevity. 
The single rod options are either 
welded like Fixe’s  or Bolt-Product's or forged 

like Petzl’s (10mm bolt requires a 12mm hole and a 14mm bolt requires a 
16mm hole).  Welds aren’t ideal, especially where SCC (stress corrosion 
cracking) is a concern. Either way, it is important to bury the weld under the 
glue, requiring a notched hole (see chapter 
on installation), not a pile of glue.  These 
fixed eye bolts can only be used in 1 
direction, otherwise they can be twisted, 
breaking the glue bond. 

 
 
 
“P” shape or Continuous Rod glue in bolts 

Another option is a continuous rod that is like a U shape bolt, 
except it is “P” shaped, so it shares one hole like the 
everlasting titanium Titan Eterna bolts, the bomber Twisted 
Leg Bolts, and the wave bolt.  Some of these bolts both 
require a hammer which is unusual for a glue in. The wave 
bolt requires a lot of hammering as it fits tight like a 
compression bolt, and Titan’s Eterna and Bolt-Product’s 
Twisted leg bolts requires a little bit of hammering because 
the neck gets tight. The reason for this is so the bolts don’t 
fall out before the glue hardens, as they are often installed by 

climbers in vertical or 
overhanging rock.   The 
titanium bolts will last longer than you 
will because it is significantly more 
corrosion resistant than 316SS or even 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/glue-in-bolts/fixe-ss-12mm-x-8cm-glue-in-bolt/
http://www.bolt-products.com/ProtectionBolts.htm
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/BAT-INOX
http://www.titanclimbing.com/Titan%20Climbing%20products%20-%20Eterna%20Titanium%20glue%20in%20bolt.html
http://www.bolt-products.com/ProtectionBolts.htm
http://www.bolt-products.com/ProtectionBolts.htm
http://wavebolt.com/


 

the fancy Duplex Steel.  We are fortunate to 
have them available as a glue in option, as 
titanium is still a bit too expensive to 
manufacture as a mechanical bolt.  The 
316SS Twisted Leg bolts are crazy strong at 
79KN (or even 100kn if you get the Twisted 
Leg 1.4462SS).  The glue holds all these 
bolts well from either notches in the legs or 
the bent/twist pattern which snuggles that 
bolt in the security of all that gooey glue.  
 

 
Threaded Rod 

This is literally a ½” threaded rod glued into a hole that is 
⅝”. Just like everything, too much or too little is bad.  If 
your hole is too big, bigger than 2mm or ⅛” bigger than the 
bolt, then the glue starts to get compromised. And if the 
hole is too small, and the rod barely fits, then there will be 
hardly any space for the glue… which is what holds the 
bolt in the hole!  It is also important to use stainless steel (SS) and not cut 
the end that will be exposed to ensure you have really good threads for you 
to screw your nuts.  Cutting exposed ends also risk leaving iron deposits 
embedded into your precious SS that can cause corrosion.  Threaded rod 
gives the option of using hangers, removing hangers, or turning hangers so 
the same bolts can be used for multiple lines.  The risk with these is that the 
threads can get damaged, especially if removing hangers is frequent and then 
you are left with a useless stubby sticking out of the rock. These don’t save 
you any money as you need to buy a SS nut, washer and hanger to match the 
metal you are using. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.bolt-products.com/SeaWaterSeries_000.htm


 

Chapter 2 - Bolt Buying Guide 
● Fixe SS Glue In  - Not recommended - Not fond of welds and 

for same price you can get something much better from bolt 
products, see below  

○ 304 Stainless Steel 12mm x 8cm long is $9.00 
■ Hole required 14mm or ⅝” x 95mm long 

○ 304 Stainless Steel 10mm x 8cm long is $6.75 
■ Hole required 12mm or ½” x 95mm long 

○ 304 Stainless Steel ⅜” x 6.5” long is $7.50 
■ Extra long bolt for soft rock 
■ Hole required 12mm or ½”  

○ 316 Stainless Steel 10mm x 8cm long is $16.00 
■ For corrosive environments 
■ Hole required 12mm or ½” x 95mm long 

○ Commonly used, but there are no ratings available, and the welded 
eye is not ideal, and their 304SS version should stay far far away 
from the ocean, Thailand or anywhere really. 

 
● Bolt Products  -  If you want super strength and great prices then these are 

your bolts.  I highly recommend.  
○ Website to purchase listed bolts below is a one page wonder, scroll to find 
○ Solid Leg series 

■ 10mm comes in 304SS and 316SS and 
breaks at 40kn 

● Lengths available are 80mm, 
100mm, 120mm and 140mm 

● These require an 11mm hole or larger 
● Prices range from €4,95 to €5,75 
● Team Tough is a US based company and sells the 10mm x 

100mm version but claims it only needs a 9mm hole and that it is 
rated for 35kn.  A bit confusing but if in North America it is an 
option though I highly recommend the 12mm below. 

■ 12mm (Crux Monster) comes in 304SS and 316SS and breaks at 60kn 
● Lengths available are 100mm, 

120mm and 150mm 
● These require a 12mm hole 
● These have the thickest rod for the 

best bend radius to thread rope into 
● Prices range from €7,50 to €8,40 

 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/glue-in-bolts/fixe-ss-12mm-x-8cm-glue-in-bolt/
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/glue-in-bolts/fixe-ss-12mm-x-8cm-glue-in-bolt/
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/glue-in-bolts/fixe-ss-10mm-x-8cm-glue-in-bolt/
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/glue-in-bolts/fixe-ss-3/8-x-6-1/2-glue-in-bolt/
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/glue-in-bolts/fixe-ss-10mm-x-8cm-marine-glue-in-bolt/
http://www.bolt-products.com/ProtectionBolts.htm
http://team-tough.com/product/solid-leg-glue-in-bolt-8mm-x-100mm/


 

○ Twisted Leg series 
■ 6mm rod fits in a 12mm hole but the rod is a bit too narrow to thread our 

static ropes directly into.  Also the next size up is 
double the strength. 

■ 8mm Rod Twisted Leg comes in 304SS and 316SS 
and break at 79kn! 

● Lengths available are 80mm, 100mm, 150mm 
● These require a 16mm or ⅝” hole 
● Prices range from €3,95 to €4,88 
● If in US, 100mm for $5.45 and 150mm for 

$5.75  
■ 8mm SEAWATER Twisted Leg series is the fancy 

1.4462 Stainless and breaks at 100kn!!! 
● Lengths available are 80mm, 100mm, 150mm 
● These have a larger eye opening as extra purchase option to 

which can make rigging a bit nicer 
● Prices range from €9,00 to €11,60 

 
 

● Petzl - Too small and too big for my taste and the prices are 
ridiculous, plus there are no clear ratings… not recommended 

○ Bat’inox - 14mm x 100mm, 50kn ring, 316SS 
■ Hole required is 16mm x 100mm & $27.95 each 

○ Collinox - 10mm x 73mm, 316SS (rating not clear) 
■ Hole required is 12mm x 73mm & $15.95 each 
■ Break test video at 31.7kn (with ampule capsule) 

 
● Wave Bolt  - These win popular award but I’m not that fond of them.  They 

require a special tool to hammer in and spin as you hammer them so you 
have to hit them sideways after they are in the hole nice and tight.  Drill 
your hole bigger than they recommend and they might be a good option. 
They also have not been properly tested, they are strong, but not have been 
tested repeatedly until the bolt breaks. 

○ 316 Stainless, ½” x 4” 
■ Requires a ½” x 4 ¼” hole 
■ 9,100lbf shear it did not break and 

the rock they tested it in broke 
during the tension test at 8000lbf 

■ $5.75 each 
 
 

http://team-tough.com/product/twisted-wire-glue-in-12mm-x-100mm/
http://team-tough.com/product/woo-album-2/
http://team-tough.com/product/woo-album-2/
http://www.bolt-products.com/SeaWaterSeries_000.htm
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/BAT-INOX
https://www.google.com/search?q=batinox+petzl&source=lnms&tbm=shop&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiEj9H8xr3YAhXD0FQKHc5xD2AQ_AUICigB&biw=982&bih=530#spd=13753118992789122158
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Sport/Anchors/COLLINOX
https://www.trekkinn.com/outdoor-mountain/petzl-collinox-10-mm/570943/p?utm_source=google_products&utm_medium=merchant&id_producte=642133&country=us&gclid=CjwKCAiAm7LSBRBBEiwAvL1-L-No1lhjJAeQo5aLsqNIZPqLGsuctcapK6fvcTukQwWZMCJz7jZrMhoCxicQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fdyeldB2y1I
http://wavebolt.com/
http://wavebolt.com/


 

● Titan Eterna  - Highly recommend for anything near the ocean or in 
limestone rock.  These have the best corrosion resistance available and will 
last a very long time. 

○ Titanium, 14mm x 80mm OR 
110mm 

■ Hole required is 14mm 
■ Breaks at 35kn 
■ £9.20 to £10.24 
■ In the U.S.? Buy them at 

RapBolting  
 
 
 

● Threaded Rod 
○ 316SS, ½” rod for 5/8” hole and cut to 5” - Costs 

$8.10 for 10” which you can cut in half and the SS 
nut and washer are $1 each on the same site.  So $6 
plus a $6 hanger from Fixe because SS needs to be 
compatible.  

○ ***Don’t buy home depot unrated rods.  Buy rated 
threaded rods that are the correct length, or double 
length and no longer, so you can keep the factory finished end 
exposed and put the cut end in the hole with the glue.  The cutting 
wheel will embed particles into the metal that can form rust otherwise. 

 
 
BOLT SUMMARY:  

Threaded rods end up costing what a titanium bolt does, petzl’s bolts are too 
small or too big (16mm holes are hard) and too expensive, Fixe has a weld 
so there not ideal, the wave bolts are ok but install can be a bitch, 
Bolt-Products has the muscle and are awesome (solid leg series has welds 
but they are twice as strong as Fixe’s) and the Titan Climbing sells titanium 
bolts which will last a very long time.  If removing hangers or turning them 
is critical, then you will need threaded rod.  Keep in mind that titanium isn’t 
necessarily stronger than steel, though it often is. Its strength to weight is 
what makes it shine, and we recommend these because they are significantly 
more resistant to corrosion than even 316SS or Duplex stainless. 

 
 

http://www.titanclimbing.com/Titan%20Climbing%20products%20-%20Eterna%20Titanium%20glue%20in%20bolt.html
https://www.rapbolting.com/store/titanium-eterna-bolt/
https://www.fastoolnow.com/atr1-2x10ss316.html
https://www.fastoolnow.com/atr1-2x10ss316.html
http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/hangers/fixe-ss-12mm-bolt-hanger-marine-grade/


 

 
The Book of 

GLUE 
“You don’t want to be done too quick, and it helps to be the right temperature.” 

Chapter 1 - Glues 
Glues come in different colors, chemicals, dry 
times, cure times, lifespans, capsules, tube styles, 
resistance to extreme temps, and costs. I have 
rigged highlines, or I should say “tried”, where the 
glue in bolts (that somebody else installed) literally 
were sitting in a pile of goo because it never mixed 
right and therefore never hardened.  What if 

someone rigged an anchor that was “partially” cured and therefore looked cured… 
until they took a whipper and they all come out? So let’s all take a minute to 
understand the chemistry involved in making the best bond possible. 
 
Colors 

The colors are just a manufactures choice more than anything.  I love the 
wonderful qualities of the Hilti 500 V3, but it is red, very red, and that’s not 
very nature friendly.  However, in UV light over time, it does change to a 
dull brown. Other glues come in a grey and brown and everything in 
between. 

 
Chemicals  

The chemicals that make up rock 
hard glue are a resin and 
hardener.  Resin bases fall into 
one of the following categories: 
epoxy, epoxy-acrylate, vinylester, 
and polyester.  Epoxies have 4x 
the bond as polyester, are 
stronger, are not porous like 
polyester and therefore last 



 

decades longer.  The epoxies do take a little longer to cure but like cement, it 
cures harder if it dries slowly.  Polyesters don’t last as long and are weaker, 
but you get instant gratification.... OK, like a 20 minute gratification. 
Polyester is too weak and has too short of a life span to be used as 
“permanent” anchor that holds your life and others.  Vinylester and 
epoxy-acrylate is a middle ground between strength, cure temps and times, 
and costs.  It is “good enough” for a highline anchor but not as good as 
epoxy.  However, if you are in a coastal area, or an area known for SCC 
(Stress Corrosion Cracking), epoxy is critical to use. 

 
Dry times  

Dry times or gel times are the amount of time you can spend installing the 
bolt before you risk damaging the bond.  If you yank on a bolt that is half 
cured, you could damage that bond significantly.  An epoxy that takes 6 
hours to cure, lets you play with it for around 30 minutes, but a polyester 
that takes 20 minutes to cure gives you about a minute or two to get that bolt 
in. 
 

Cure times  
It’s important to know your cure 
times because it matters!  Don’t 
highline on bolts that “look” cured. 
Follow the specs so you don’t die. 
This is very temperature based.  The 
colder it is, the longer it takes. 
  

Lifespans  
Lifespans or shelf life all depend on 
constant room temperature in a dark 
closet and can vary as short as 9 
months like Liquid Roc 300 (a polyester) to 18 months, or even as long as 
24 months like most epoxies. 
 

Capsules  
These look like big pills that you would stick up your ass, but unless you 
want to shit again, I wouldn’t do that.  They are a more convenient method 
as you “just” put the capsule in the bolt hole and hammer in your bolt, BUT 
you can do this wrong a lot easier than when using a tube style.  They come 



 

in both hammer and screw styles, and it is important to read the installation 
section below before using them! 
 

Tube styles  
Tube style or cartridge style are either a single tube that fits most standard 
caulk guns (check this first as a trip was ruined because the plunger didn’t 
fit!) or a double tube that requires a very special dispenser tool. Some come 
battery powered if you like it fancy. 
 
 

Temperatures  
Curing really depends on 
temperature.  For example: 
some epoxies like Simpson 
XP require a minimum of 
50F (10C) for 3 days which 
can be unrealistic in the 
mountains but others can cure 
as low as 14F (-10C) in half a 
day.  And, did you know 
some glues can even lose 
strength AFTER they are cured if exposed to really extreme temps?  If an 
area gets too hot like the desert, it can drastically reduce the strength of some 
glues.  In fact, a heat gun is one trick to removing glue ins.  However, is 
75% of the strength of a quality epoxy really a concern since it is so 
overkill?  And do you plan on desert highlining when it is 110F? Know your 
area, and know your glue. 

 
Strength 

Epoxy cures slower, but that is 
one reason it is stronger… a lot 
stronger than polyester. 
Vinylester and Epoxy-acrylate is 
in between but epoxy always 
stands above them all.  

 
Costs  

Money is often a factor for the bolter.  To spend almost $60 on just glue and 
buy special dispensers for $163 like Hilti’s setup, could make a highliner 



 

cry, but then again, this could be an anchor that could last for 100 years if 
done right.  Or you can buy something in the $20 range for an 8 bolt anchor 
that doesn’t require special tools.  However, if money is a deal breaker for 
you… should you really be installing anchors that hundreds of people 
will risk their lives on?  Get your dispensers used on ebay, ask your 
buddies that will highline with you on those bolts to help chip in $20 each, 
and you can have something you are proud of when you are done. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chapter 2 - Glue Buying Guide 
● Hilti 500 V3  

○ Epoxy 
○ Color: Red 
○ technical info 
○ 2 year shelf life 
○ Long term loading 
○ Available only in 11.1oz dual cylinder 

at $57.40 each 
○ Special dispenser required: Manual for $163 or Battery for $430 (check ebay for 

deals!) 
○ Installable at 23F to 110F (-5C to 43C) 
○ Withstands 23F to 172F (-5C to 77C) 
○ Hole can be submerged in water 
○ Cures at 23F (-5C) in 7 days 
○ Cures at 72F (22C) in 6.5 hours 
○ Cures at 105F (41C) in 4 hours 
○ ½” threaded rod in a ⅝” hole at 4.5” embedment at 4000psi concrete 

■ =9,420lbf tension 
■ =20,285lbf sheer 

https://www.hilti.com/anchor-systems/injectable-adhesive-anchors/2123401
https://www.hilti.com/medias/sys_master/documents/h30/9233451450398/Technical_information_ASSET_DOC_LOC_5946167.pdf
https://www.amazon.com/Hilti-Injectable-Mortar-Epoxy-500-V3/dp/B01BI5OPHY
https://www.newport.com/p/MD2500?xcid=goog-pla-MD2500&gclid=Cj0KCQiA1afSBRD2ARIsAEvBsNn0_TQ-FYyMTC68KIM5NN2nYTznZNygnQWkxZWfvr3SKUBnXu_7gHkaApBiEALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/HDE-500-A18-Cordless-Adhesive-Dispenser/dp/B014JZPRHC


 

○ Opinion: This is the best stuff you can buy.  It cures fairly quick for being an 
epoxy and can handle the extreme temperatures.  One of the more expensive 
options though. 

 
● Hilti-RE 100  

○ Epoxy 
○ Color: Purple 
○ technical info 
○ 2 year shelf life 
○ Long term loading 
○ Available in 11.2oz dual cylinder at 

$19.25 each (and 16.9oz and 47.3oz) 
○ Special dispenser required Manual, or Battery 
○ Installable at 41F to 104F (5C to 40C) 
○ Hole can be submerged in water 
○ Cures at 41F (5C) in 3 days 
○ Cures at 68F (20C) in 24 hours 
○ Cures at 104F (40C) in 4 hours 
○ ½” threaded rod in a ⅝” hole at 4.5” embedment at 4000psi concrete 

■ =5,120lbf tension 
■ =13,030lbf sheer 

○ Opinion: This is the cheaper epoxy that Hilti sells. Its range of temps is worse, 
takes much longer to cure and is less strong than 500 V3, but it is still a solid 
epoxy.  The Liquid Roc 500 is a better choice for the $20 range. 

 
● Simpson SET-XP 

○ Epoxy… Color: Grey/teal 
○ 8.5oz costs $24.98 or $23.69 
○ technical info 
○ Special dispenser required for the 22oz and the 56oz versions 
○ Installable at 70F to 110F (21C to 43C) 
○ It is 67% of its strength at 135F 
○ 2 year shelf life 
○ Long term loading 
○ Hole can be submerged in water 
○ Cures at 50F (-5C) in 3 days 
○ Cures at 70F (21C) in 24 hours 
○ ½” threaded rod in a ⅝” hole at 4.5” embedment at 2,500psi 

concrete (this is working load limit as they do not provide MBS or 
shear stats) 

■ =2,840lbf tension WLL 
○ Opinion: This is good ol’ epoxy.  It cures really slowly and the temperature range 

isn’t practical.  If their safety ratio is 4 to 1 then it is quite strong like all epoxies. 

https://www.hilti.com/anchor-fasteners/injectable-adhesive-anchors/r4929723#technical-data
https://www.hilti.com/medias/sys_master/documents/h79/9171495583774/Technical-information-ASSET-DOC-LOC-5731849.pdf
https://www.newport.com/p/MD2500?xcid=goog-pla-MD2500&gclid=Cj0KCQiA1afSBRD2ARIsAEvBsNn0_TQ-FYyMTC68KIM5NN2nYTznZNygnQWkxZWfvr3SKUBnXu_7gHkaApBiEALw_wcB
https://www.amazon.com/HDE-500-A18-Cordless-Adhesive-Dispenser/dp/B014JZPRHC
https://www.strongtie.com/epoxyanchoringadhesives_adhesives/set-xp_adhesive/p/set-xp
https://www.amazon.com/Simpson-Strong-Tie-SET-XP10-Epoxy-Tie-Adhesive/dp/B00DVKNFOO/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1500073245&sr=8-1&keywords=set+xp
https://www.zoro.com/simpson-strong-tie-anchor-systems-strl-anchoring-adhesive-epoxy-85-oz-set-xp10-g/i/G9486102/
https://embed.widencdn.net/pdf/plus/ssttoolbox/3czo0yym6y/C-A-2016-SET-XP-designinfo.pdf?u=nytqc5
https://www.strongtie.com/epoxyadhesivedispensingtools_adhesivedispensingtools/edta22ckt_tool/p/edta22ckt
https://www.strongtie.com/epoxyadhesivedispensingtools_adhesivedispensingtools/edta56p_tool/p/edta56p


 

It’s going to last a long time but you need to put it in days before you need it, and 
in garden of eden like conditions. 

 
 
 

 
● Powers AC100+ Gold  

○ Vinylester… Color: Gray 
○ technical sheet 
○ 10oz costs $17.99 or $19.95 or $15.00 
○ Available in 10oz single tube and 28oz dual cartridge 
○ Installable at 14F to 104F (-10C to 40C) 
○ It maintains 85% at 105F (41C) 
○ 18 month shelf life 
○ Long term loading 
○ Hole can be submerged in water 
○ Cures at 14F (-10C) in 24 hours 
○ Cures at 68F (20C) in 45 min 
○ Cures at 104F (40C) in 15 min 
○ ½” threaded rod in a ⅝” hole at 4” embedment at 4000psi concrete (see page 15 

of tech sheet) 
■ =6,295lbf tension 
■ =8,505lbf sheer 

○ Opinion: This seems to be the go-to glue for climbers probably because it cures in 
15 minutes but it isn’t as good as their epoxy.  You may not die using this but the 
epoxy is going to give better, long term results. However, this wins the “bang for 
your buck” award. 

 
● Powers Pure110+  

○ Epoxy 
○ Color: Gray 
○ 9oz costs $23.88 
○ technical sheet 
○ Available in 9oz single tube and 21oz dual cartridge 
○ Installable at 14F to 104F (-10C to 40C) 
○ It maintains 100% at 110F (41C) 
○ 18 month shelf life 
○ Hole can be submerged in water 
○ Cures at 41F (5C) in 48 hours 
○ Cures at 68F (20C) in 8 hours 
○ Cures at 104F (40C) in 4 hours 
○ ½” threaded rod in a ⅝” hole at 4” embedment at 4000psi concrete (see page 11 

of tech sheet) 
■ 7,590lbf tension & 9,165lbf sheer 

http://www.powers.com/product_8486_8490.php
http://www.powers.com/pdfs/chemical/8486_8490.pdf?1514865381
http://www.backcountrygear.com/powers-ac100-gold-epoxy-climbtech.html?gclid=Cj0KCQiA1afSBRD2ARIsAEvBsNlNtPUGNVXJvlIRyElU8WWtFEPUjisVPpPFzxSYNUhZGSdTjJX1TeEaAiojEALw_wcB
https://www.slacklinetechnology.com/shop/powers-286ml-acrylic-glue-cartridge
https://www.zoro.com/dewalt-engineered-by-powers-anchoringadhesive-vinylester-10-fl-oz-8478sd-pwr/i/G5389605/
http://www.powers.com/product_8321SD.php
https://www.zoro.com/powers-fasteners-anchoring-adhesive-epoxy-9-fl-oz-08310sd-pwr/i/G5315247/
http://www.powers.com/pdfs/chemical/8321SD.pdf?1514868131


 

○ Opinion: This is a great option for hot environments as it holds 100% strength at 
110F but it does NOT cure in cold conditions, it takes 2 days when it is a bit 
chilly outside.  It also is quite a bit more money.  There are not many places to 
buy it. 

 
 

● Liquid Roc 700  
○ Acrylic 
○ Color: gray 
○ Download tech sheet from product page 
○ 18 month shelf life 
○ 10oz costs $34.25 and also comes in 28oz 
○ Cures at 14F (-10C) in 15 hours 
○ Cures at 59F (15C) in 1 hour 
○ Cures at 86F (30C) in 20 minutes 
○ ½” rod in 9/16” hole at 4.5” embedment at 4000psi concrete has a WLL of 

■ 5,439lbf Tension 
■ 4,674lbf Shear 

○ Opinion: This is the best performing glue for really cold conditions.  A bit pricey 
but is strong and drys fast. If I was installing glue ins in 14F, I would just use 
Powers AC100+ Gold.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
● Liquid Roc 500  

○ Amine base epoxy 
○ Color: Gray 
○ Download tech sheet from product 

page 
○ 24 month shelf life 
○ Long term loading 
○ 8.5oz costs $19.86  
○ Cures at 80F (26C)  in 6 hours 
○ Cures at 60F (15C) in 24 hours 
○ Don’t use below 40F (4C) 
○ ⅜” rod in a ½” hole at 4.5” embedment at 4000psi concrete 

■ =9,540lbf tension 
■ =5,810lbf sheer 

https://www.mktfastening.com/products/liquid-roc-700-single-tube
https://goalperformer.com/products/mkt-acrylic-liquid-roc-700a-single-chemical-anchor-with-nozzle-10-oz-tube-box-of-12?gclid=CjwKCAiA-KzSBRAnEiwAkmQ15z8hEf4bwBDN71qeqicWmnpSCj69ZqYPHI5oJ2xbHYalQZSQezw3WxoCH9kQAvD_BwE
https://www.mktfastening.com/products/liquid-roc-500-single-tube
https://www.zoro.com/mkt-fastening-lr500-tube-epoxy-85-oz-7800008gr/i/G4550612/feature-product?gclid=CjwKCAiA-KzSBRAnEiwAkmQ151_a3LLzRdED6wU9R3E7anWyI7qdLu9UvPbKx2ogFkmC0u6GAJ0xLBoCkfsQAvD_BwE


 

○ Opinion: A comparable epoxy to Hilti 500 V3.  This won’t cure below 40F but it 
is less than half the price.  It is also 20% cheaper than Set XP and drys twice as 
fast as it.  It also fits a standard single cartridge dispenser. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

● Liquid Roc 300  
○ Polyester resin base 
○ 28F minimum 
○ 9 month shelf life 
○ Short term loading 
○ 28oz double cartridge at $23.65 (no single tubes) 
○ Cures at 80F in 30min 
○ Cures at 60F in 1 hour 
○ Cures at 28F in 4 hours 
○ ⅜” rod in a ½” hole at 4.5” embedment at 4000psi concrete 

■ =5,920lbf tension 
■ =6,133lbf sheer 

○ Opinion: This is the kind that comes in capsules.  This only comes in a dual 
cartridge requiring a special dispenser.  If you are going to buy something in a 
cartridge, buy an epoxy as it is stronger and longer lasting.  You can wait a couple 
hours to make an anchor last 40 years longer (I pulled that number out of my ass 
but it is that huge of a difference in longevity). 

 
● Bolt-Products Epoxy Acrylate  

○ Epoxy Acrylate 
○ ZERO SPECS AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE 
○ 400ml (13.5oz) costs €15,60 
○ Dispenser available on website 
○ Opinion: They say it is a healthy balance between long term and price.  But they 

don’t have any specs and you should really know those before installing any type 
of glue.  

 
 
● Liquid Roc 300 Hammer Capsule 

○ For short term loading only 
○ 10 Pack costs $29.69 (be sure to check the 

size you need first) 
○ Cure in 10min at 68F 
○ Cures in 1 hour at 32F 

https://www.mktfastening.com/products/liquid-roc-300-twin-tube
https://www.grainger.com/product/MKT-FASTENING-Gray-28-oz-Anchor-Adhesive-21P654?cm_sp=Product_Details-_-Products_Based_on_Your_Search-_-IDPPLARECS&cm_vc=IDPPLARECS
http://www.bolt-products.com/Glueandglueguns.htm
https://www.mktfastening.com/products/liquid-roc-300-hammer-capsule
https://www.amazon.com/MKT-Polyester-Capsule-Chemical-Diameter/dp/B00D8JE5YW


 

○ 23F is as low as you can go 
○ Only use square cut end on threaded rod 
○ ½” hole with ⅜” rod like fixes rates at 4,320lbf to 6120lbf tension or 3,983 shear 
○ Opinion: The numbers sound good, the cure time is appealing, but this is 

polyester and so it isn’t as good as epoxy.  Also, not all glue in bolts have a blunt 
end so they wouldn’t be able to be used on this.  I DON’T RECOMMEND. 

 
 

● Liquid Roc 300 Capsule  (spin install) 
○ For short term loading only 
○ 10 pack costs $27.50 (be sure to check the size 

you need first) 
○ Cure in 10min at 68F 
○ Cures in 1 hour at 32F 
○ 23F is as low as you can go 
○ Pointed rod is critical 
○ Specs require mechanical spinning 
○ ½” hole with ⅜” rod like fixes rates at 4,320lbf to 6120lbf tension or 3,983 shear 
○ Opinion: This is the same thing as above, but the spin part of the install cannot be 

properly achieved without attaching the bolt to the drill and spinning it. I DON’T 
RECOMMEND. 

 
● Petzl Capsules 

○ Ampoule Bat'Inox for 14mm Petzl Bat’Inox 
○ Ampoule Collinox for 10mm Petzl Collinox 
○ Polyester resin base 
○ 3 year guarantee 
○ Break tip with hammer, “twist bolt in 10x minimum” 
○ I don’t know if hole needs to be dry 
○ Costs $4.95 each and $4.45 each 
○ Cures at 20C in 40min 
○ Cures at 10C in 1 hour 
○ Cures at -5C in 10 hours 
○ UIAA rated for 15kn tension and 25kn sheer 
○ Opinion: I don’t believe hand twisting these is sufficient so I cannot recommend 

them.  It is also a substandard glue compared to epoxy. 
 
 
 
 

● Powers Hammer Capsule  
○ Epoxy Acrylate Resin 

https://www.mktfastening.com/products/liquid-roc-300-capsule
https://www.grainger.com/product/MKT-FASTENING-Chemical-Capsule-21P651?opr=APPD&pbi=21P651&analytics=altItems
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Professional/Anchors/AMPOULE-BAT-INOX
https://www.petzl.com/US/en/Professional/Anchors/AMPOULE-COLLINOX
https://www.trekkinn.com/outdoor-mountain/petzl-ampoule-bat/570942/p
https://www.trekkinn.com/outdoor-mountain/petzl-ampoule-collinox/570948/p
http://www.powers.com/product_6704.php


 

○ Costs $22.04 for box of 10 
○ Specs 
○ Shelf life 2years 
○ Hole can be damp but no standing water or frost 
○ Cures at 68F in 1hour 
○ Cures at 50F in 2hour 
○ Cures at 32F in 5hours 
○ ½” diameter 4 ¼” embedment in 4,000 PSI concrete 

■ = 10,240lbf Tension 
■ = 10,720lbf Shear 

○ Opinion: If you are going to use a capsule, this seems to be a good one.  Doesn’t 
require mechanical spinning, it is a form of epoxy, dries quick enough and is a 
good price. 

 
 
 
 
 

● Powers Chem-Stud 
○ Ester Based Resin 
○ Costs $3.06 each for ⅝” 
○ Specs 
○ Shelf life 2years 
○ Bolt is required to have an angled end and specs require a rotary 

hammer drill to spin bolt so it mixes properly 
○ Hole can be damp but no standing water or frost 
○ Cures at 68F in 20min 
○ Cures at 50F in 30min 
○ Cures at 14F in 10hours 
○ ½” diameter 4 ¼” embedment in 4,000 PSI concrete 

■ = 12,680lbf Tension 
■ = 11,655lbf Shear 

○ Opinion: I don’t believe hand twisting these is sufficient so I cannot recommend 
them.  It is also a substandard glue compared to epoxy. 

 
 

 
GLUE SUMMARY 

Cartridges: If you want an high quality epoxy that isn’t temperature 
sensitive and dries quickly, Hilti 500 V3 is your answer.  If you want a good 
enough vinylester that is a user friendly, cost effective product, then Powers 

https://www.tannerbolt.com/default.aspx?itemcode=POW+06703&gclid=CjwKCAiA-KzSBRAnEiwAkmQ157wtGveWoQ9vNHwrsk992VsX1izi8GAiTyVDy2wIhgmjA-V-wz6ldBoCDHMQAvD_BwE&Page=item+detail
http://www.powers.com/pdfs/chemical/6704.pdf
http://www.powers.com/product_6504.php
https://www.heavydutystore.com/CAPSULE-CHEM-STUD-HAMMER-5-8.html
http://www.powers.com/pdfs/chemical/6504.pdf


 

AC100+ Gold is your answer. Don’t use polyester. It is porous, less strong, and 
won’t last as long.  If you want to highline immediately, use removables; then 
before you leave, install the glue ins. 

Capsules: Without testing the screw in style, I CANNOT recommend any of 
them.  Those should not be “hand twisted” but rather attached to hammer and 
rotated... a lot!  The Powers Hammer Capsule is impressive though.  Dries fast 
enough, is strong and is cheap.  Be careful what bolts you use on them, they can’t 
be angled at the bottom.  Maybe the ends can be cut so they are flat if you are 
going to use Fixe or Petzl?  
   ***NOTE: Fixe sells Power’s Acrylic 286mm glue but there is no information 
on it. and I can’t find it anywhere else on the internet.  Slack Tech sells “Powers 
Acrylic” but their image is the AC100+ Gold that is vinylester. 
   ***NOTE:  I spent a long time combing through the strengths of these glues 
above.  All companies have a rubber ruler which I’m sure engineers can all jack off 
to, but one company’s standards don’t match another’s.  It is really hard to 
compare apples with apples on strength, WLL and MBS.  Just keep in mind, epoxy 
is going to be A LOT stronger than polyester.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.fixehardware.com/shop/sale-items/powers-286ml-acrylic-glue-cartridge/
https://www.slacklinetechnology.com/shop/powers-286ml-acrylic-glue-cartridge


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Book of 

INSTALLING GLUE IN’S 
“If the hole isn’t clean, it can be really risky!” 

If you have the right bolt and the right glue and the 
right stoke, you can still screw (or glue, get it?), this up 
and kill someone.  You don’t have to be a nuclear 
physicist to install a glue in bolt, but you DO have to do 
the simple instructions or you can kill someone.  Lets 
emphasize the killing someone real quick.  This isn’t 
about long term vs short term anchors here. We are 
talking about them coming out, AKA killing someone 
if they don’t get put in correctly.  

Another way to fail, that has less consequence, is by 
failing to actually install the bolts you set out to do.  You spent weeks reading the 
Bolting Bible, spent a bunch of money, used a good weather weekend, and you get 
there and find out the plunger is too big on your dispenser to push out the glue. Or 
that cheap caulk guns are too weak to push cold glue out.  You could run out of 
battery before you finish drilling, or find out you left the extension tips to your 
mixing tips at home... so now you can’t put the glue in the back of the hole, after 
you cut open your tube!  Nope, none of these have ever happened to me… nope… 
not me! Taking preparation and installation seriously can make you a bad-ass, 
otherwise you might just be a dumb-ass! 
 
 
Chapter 1 - TOOL LIST 

● Bolts, duh!  The softer the rock, the longer you want your bolt. 
● Glue cartridge + Dispenser ...OR Capsules  

○ Spare mixing tips and extension tips 



 

○ NOTE: 10oz fills around 10 holes roughly but if you have to change 
out mixing tips often, you lose quite a bit each time you change one.  

● Knife 
● Drill, and correct size bit, plus spare bits 
● Safety goggles 
● Pipe cleaner and blow pump (for really clean holes!) 
● Rubber gloves and paper towels!  It can get messy. 

● Tape for a perimeter around notch so it doesn’t ooze everywhere AND you 
can tape mid way up your drill bit so you know how far to drill 

● Cotton swabs for detailing in case it oozes out a lot 
● Bag for garbage 
● Bag for testing mixture (see “Filling Hole” below) 
● Hammer (For Titan and Wave) 
● Wave installation tool (for wave only) 
● Heart full of stoke and a car full of friends! 

 
Chapter 2 - TRAINING and PREPARATION 

Please please don’t let your first glue in bolt be anywhere important.  Do 
several in your backyard or your parents backyard or the backyard of someone you 
don’t like when they are out of town (kidding! Just kidding! Jeez).  If you think 
that would be an eyesore, now you know how all the rock huggers feel that 

complain about over-bolting.  You 
can read this Glue In Section 100x, 
but you will always have kinks to 
work out. So work those kinks at 
home.  Practice also helps you 
verify you have the right drill type, 

bit type, bit size, glue accessories, amount of glue, cleaning tools AND 

http://www.climbtechgear.com/wave-bolt-installation-tool/


 

TECHNIQUE.  Or... you can just wing it and go learn in a popular area, but just 
make sure you put your name on it since we will all see your learning curve.  We 
want to know who to troll! 

Can you answer the following questions about what is in your bolt kit bag? 
1. What are the min and max cure temperatures? 

a. What temperature will it be at the highline when I install these? 
2. What is the nozzle time? (how long can it sit in nozzle before you 

have to put a new one on) 
a. Do I have spare nozzles 
b. Do I have spare extension tips to get the glue in the back of the 

hole? 
3. What is the working time so I don’t ruin the bond before it is cured? 
4. Will this glue run out of a hole if I put it in horizontal or in an 

overhanging rock? 
5. What is the cure time for low, medium and high temps? 

a. When do I plan on highlining on these bolts? 
6. Did I charge my batteries for my drill? Do I have spare batteries? 
7. How deep do I need to drill, and will I need a notch? 
8. Do I have a way to keep things clean and tidy? 
9. How many holes can I fill up with one tube? 
10.Do I have the right bolt for my capsule (angled end for screw install 

and blunt end for hammer install!) 
11.How am I going to put warnings on my bolt if it requires several hours 

to cure so no one uses them after I leave? 
12.Does the fluid move in my capsules? 
13.How long has my glue cartridge sat on my shelf? 
14.Do I have the proper pipe cleaner and blower to get a really clean 

hole? 
 
Chapter 3 - DRILL HOLE 

For Fixe, Petzl or threaded rod, you want your 
hole bigger than the bolt, ⅛” larger diameter is fine. 
However, for Wave and Titan, they require specific 
sizes as the wave bolt acts like a piton and the Titan 
bolt gets tight at the top so it doesn’t fall out.  If these 
holes were drilled too big, it wouldn’t be the end of 
the world, you just lose a nice feature that they have 
but they also go in a lot easier and get more glue 
encapsulating them.  Though Wave bolt doesn’t promote this, it is important that 



 

all glue ins be notched, especially for highlining, so it minimizes the risk of 
twisting the bolt, which would break the bond.  This also increases the strength of 
the eye. 

To make a notch for a bolt, just drill a inch or so away 
from hole and drill just a ½” deep.  Then tilt drill bit 45 
degrees towards hole until it reaches it, creating a trough for 
the eye to sit in.  CAUTION: If notch is too deep, you lose a 
lot of space in your eye, limiting what can be clipped to it. 

And if it is excessively deep, it could force the rope to sit on the rock creating 
abrasion.  Your goal is just to prevent twisting.  PLEASE: Make sure the direction 
the bolt is facing is the direction of the force.  It is pretty easy to guess in climbing 
situations… straight down! But if you are building a 4 point anchor 2 feet from a 
cliff edge, what angle will that furthest bolt be???  

Contrary to what you would think, don’t drill an angled hole away from the 
projected force.  That lever action doesn’t make the bolt 
stronger but puts all the force on the rock at the top.  Just 
like ice screws, you want the force to be on the entire 
shaft and not just at some fulcrum.  Bolt-Products (scroll 
halfway down) did tests with stakes in the ground to 
verify this theory.  Check it out as it was very interesting. 
If you are using capsules, then depth AND diameter are 
very important to get right since you can’t just add glue if 
you don’t have enough and no one wants to clip a glue in 

bolt when they can’t see the damn glue!  This is a great reason to test it at home, 
and if you don’t want a bolt in your backyard, pull it out before it cures. But this 
way, you know you got the right system at the cost of only 1 or 2 capsules.  (A 
trick to get your depth perfect is to put several layers of duct tape mid way up on 
the drill bit where you want it to stop.) 
 
Chapter 4 - CLEAN HOLE 

This is the number one fear 
when an experienced bolter hears 
a new bolter is stoked to go install 
glue ins.  If the holes aren’t cleaned 
really really well, someone could 
very likely die.  Really clean it! 
That requires a pipe cleaner AND a 
blow tool.  A blow tube and your 
lungs aren’t enough, and please don’t try convincing us that you are really good at 

http://www.bolt-products.com/Glue-inBoltDesign.htm


 

blowing!  Get a dust blower like this pump, or  Powers or Hilti.  And a wire brush 
tube/pipe cleaner which you can buy anywhere. Regardless of how rough or porous 
the rock is, drilling a hole polishes the sides of the hole, so in order to get the glue 

to bond with the rock (which in case you don’t know, that 
is important, and if you don’t know that, please don’t put 
any of these in), the rock can’t have any dust film on the 
sides.  Do a fun experiment at home, put super fine dust on 
your granite countertops at home, then try blowing them 
clean… blow hard… even with an air compressor you can’t 
get it truly clean.  Same with the brush, you can’t JUST use 
the brush.  Blow then brush, again and again and again until 

it is super clean.  Always start with the blow. 
 
 
Chapter 5 - TEST AND CHECK 

Dry fit the bolts, if possible, to make sure it 
will work.  If you are putting a wave bolt into a ½” 
hole then you can’t do this but you can verify with a 
stick or the tube cleaner that the depth is perfect (too 
deep is better than too shallow).  The biggest crux is 
to make sure your notch isn’t too deep or restricting 
the bolt from being the angle you want.  Get all your 
stuff laid out and ready, cus when you start gluing, 
the working time clock is ticking.  Know your 
working time, because if you are using Powers AC100+, and it is hot out, AND 
you have to walk around to each anchor, or even spend more than 30 seconds 
hammering in a wave bolt… you will need a lot of mixing nozzles and therefore 
won’t be able to fill as many holes as you think with each tube of glue. 
 
Chapter 6 - INSERT GLUE 

CARTRIDGE: If you’re 100% 
ready to start, cut your glue cartridge 
open, squeeze just a bit without the 
nozzle to see that both colors are coming 
out, then install the mixing nozzle. 
But… before you start shoving your tip 
inside of holes, make sure what’s 
“coming” out is safe!  You can’t just put 

http://www.bolt-products.com/Accesories.htm
http://www.climbtechgear.com/powers-hand-pump-dust-blower/
http://www.climbtechgear.com/hit-blow-out-pump/


 

the first squeeze into the hole.  This is one the main reasons you will want paper 
towels.  Squeeze a COUPLE times to make sure it is mixed properly, which you 
can generally tell by the color.  THEN grab a ziplock bag and squeeze a quarter 
size amount into the corner. Only after all that… start putting it in the hole.  This 
ziplock bag is so you can check later to make sure your first squeeze of glue 
hardened. VERY IMPORTANT… Start in back of the hole and work your way 
out.  Don’t fill it up to the very top because the bolt will push it out.  Somewhere 
around ¾ full is good.  When you are done, squeeze some into the other corner of 
the bag and take it home as a souvenir… also to check your first and last squeeze 
to make sure both get rock hard.  If they don’t, it didn’t mix right! 

HAMMER CAPSULES: Spin the capsule around a 
couple times to make sure all the resin is in liquid form 
because it if isn’t it won’t mix correctly.  You are 
literally shoving harder around it so it has to be liquid. 
Insert with the hardener facing up.  If you think of it 
like a cigarette, then what looks like the filter, is 
closest to the top of the hole.  That is the hardener and 
if it isn’t at the top you aren’t going to be mixing 

anything.  The capsules are glass and you are smashing a 
bolt through it, so wear safety goggles.  Your bolt has to 
have a flat/blunt end.  A tapered end won’t push the 

hardener down into the resin.  Make sure you have the right size capsule because if 
it is a ½” capsule in a ⅝” hole, then it will be leaning to one side not mixing things 
evenly, and you probably won’t have enough glue to fill up your hole! 

SPIN INSTALL CAPSULES: Spin the capsule around a couple times to 
make sure all the resin is in liquid form because it if isn’t, it won’t mix correctly. 
These spin installs have a glass container inside of another glass container.  One 
has resin (the amber liquid) and the other has hardener.  There are sand chunks in 
these so it scores sides of the hole and helps mix the glue.  These capsules (at least 
from Petzl) require that they stick out of the hole by 10mm so you can break the 
glass with the hammer, then insert the bolt.  These bolts must be angled on the 
bottom in order to mix these correctly, hence the name. Spinning is what mixes 
these.  Now in construction, the spinning requires mechanical spinning, and unless 
you are going to get special adapters for your drill, this means you are manually 
turning the bolts.  This is Petzl’s system, but I don’t believe that is how they should 
be used.  They say to spin the bolt 10x.  That doesn’t mean 10 turns with your 
hand, that means 10 full rotations 
which is more like 20 times with 
your hand.  If you use this 



 

system, spin them like your life depends on them.  This system obviously doesn’t 
work for wave bolts because they can’t be spun as they fit tightly in the hole. 
 
 
Chapter 7 - INSERT BOLTS 

If using threaded rod, squirt a bead of glue along the threads before putting it 
in.  For the bolts that don’t require hammers to install, like Bolt-Products, Petzl and 
Fixe, you will want to slowly push them in and TWIST them while you do it.  Fixe 
bolts have a weld, and you want that weld facing away from force, even if it is 
buried under the glue.  You don’t want air pockets 
around notches or threads.  If you hear air bubbles 
gurgling as you push in bolt then you don’t have glue 
in the back of your hole!!!  No bolt queefing!  Pull out 
bolt and make sure it is super full of glue. 

If you are using wave bolts or Titans, then you 
need a hammer, but you don’t want to hit a stainless 
steel or titanium bolt with a non stainless or non 
titanium hammer.  Since that would be one expensive, 
fancy hammer, you can use the wave installation tool 
so it puts the force on the right parts of the bolt, or use 
a rubber mallet, or just put a rag between the two 
metals.  The point is, your hammer will transfer iron 
onto your fancy expensive bolts and those iron 
particles will start rusting and compromise the 
integrity of your bolt.  This is the same reason you 
don’t want to grind threaded rod to the length you want if the cut end is exposed to 
the elements. Keep in mind, the Wave bolt twist as you put it, in requiring you to 
hit it sideways to orientate in correctly, not sure if that is good for the bolt or the 
glue (the tight fit pushes so much glue out already, the last thing I want to do is 
twist bolt and move the little that is there).  One option is to drill the hole bigger 
for the Wave Bolt, you will lose the tight fit, but you don’t need that unless you 
installing it in an overhang and more glue is better. 
 
Chapter 8 - FINISHING TOUCHES 

If you put a perimeter of tape around notched hole 
first, then you can just pull the tape up and it will be a 
nice rectangle of glue, otherwise you risk it getting 
everywhere.  Cotton swabs are convenient for 



 

cosmetically making the glue look nice.  Be sure to clean off the glue that got all 
over the eye of the bolt if it squished up too high.  Have a lot of them swabs handy. 
Saving some of your rock dust may help because you can possibly hide the glue 
color by sprinkling the dust on top.  No, a little dust ON TOP of your glue won’t 
kill anyone and will make it look nicer.  All this cleaning is a lot easier with rubber 
gloves.  If it is an epoxy that takes many hours or days to dry, label it with a date 
preferably so people don’t use it before it has safely cured. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 9 - Troubleshooting 

1. Why doesn’t my glue come out the right color???  
a. Well, that’s probably because both parts aren’t 

coming out! Single cartridges may not be evenly 
dispensing like the image below, or one of your 
dual cartridges have ruptured like the image with 
the messy Hilti gun.  Get a new cartridge and start 
over. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

2. Ah shucks, I drilled the notch too deep and now the eye is recessed too 
much, how do I fix it???  

a. Just put a piece of gravel, small pebble or something non dusty in the 
bottom of the hole or in the notch, if it will stay, to prop up the bolt 
until it cures into the position it will be forever. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 10 - BAD HOW TO VIDEOS 
Why would you show us bad videos??? Because there were no good ones!!! So 
let's learn from other people’s mistakes.  To be fair some videos are not that bad, 
but no one video was perfect! So let’s pick apart each example. 

1. This video is actually pretty good.  They properly install a spin type capsule. 
If I am going to overly picky, he doesn’t blow his hole out after brushing it 
and he left too much glue sticking out, so his plate didn’t sit flush.  What is 
interesting about this video is that it shows that this is how spin capsules are 
supposed to be installed, whereas climbers don’t do this.  

2. This video is another good one, but he 
doesn’t wear safety goggles. And I’m not 
just getting on a high horse here, it has hit 
me in the eye before! And it blows dust into 
his face.   I like the fact he uses a proper 
blow tool.  He doesn’t bury the eye which is 
one of the few instructions Fixe does 
require!  I like that he mentions the hammer 
leaves iron deposits, so he uses a rubber 
mallet.  I don’t like the fact this is only 
manually spun to mix the glue, and I’m not 
excited he keeps pulling it in and out.  Is 
that glue surrounding the shaft entirely or is he getting air pockets doing 
that? 

https://youtu.be/O8-GcZcvIcU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tGSBYr1g0o


 

3. This video here is a really bad example.  He vacuums out the holes which 
does almost nothing and doesn’t brush them… wow.  I also don’t think that 
he spins it enough. 

4. This video is the same as number 3, but uses a cartridge instead of capsule. 
He vacuums his hole again, which is a shame, and he should put a little glue 
on the threaded rod before inserting it into hole.  You don’t want any air 
pockets around your threads. 

5. This video is pretty good but doesn’t use a wire pipe brush and just hoses out 
the hole.  He also makes a mess which is ok for what he is doing, but not if 
he did it on rock. 

6. This video here is the winner!  HOW NOT TO BOLT!!!  By Hilti 
themselves!  Installs glue in a dirty hole.  He seriously pushes the dust out as 
he fills the hole with glue!!! 

7. This video is by the Access Fund people themselves.  You can tell that Petzl 
put some money into this.  He talks the talk, but doesn’t do anything he says. 
People very rarely listen to a video, they watch it, so I consider this a bad 
example.  He talks about a clean hole, but only cleans it one time.  It should 
be 3x or 4x.  He talks about pumping the first squeezes out to make sure the 
color looks right so the mix is right, but doesn’t do it.  He talks about not 
hitting it directly with a hammer, then does it at the end to twist it into 
position.  He also doesn’t notch it to bury the eye, so twisting it could loosen 
the bond over time. 

8. A GOOD EXAMPLE… OK I lied, there was one video by Powers that gets 
a pat on the back.  They clean the shit out of the hole and they pre-squeeze a 
lot of glue out before putting it in the hole.  Look at how much dust comes 
out on their second phase of blowing it out!  And look at the color change as 
they squeeze out the initial glue. Great example! 

9. Another Good Example… Climbtech put out a good video in a real life 
climbing situation.  They had fancy tools for hanging situations.  They were 
able to reuse the hole from a bolt they removed, and the wave bolt fit in 
nicely. It wasn’t super tight, but tight enough to hold.  They didn’t notch the 
eye, but it isn’t necessary in this application as the bolt will only be pulled 
straight down during a fall.  

10.Another good example - teamBMC youtube channel had a good video on 
how to check glue in bolts.  

11.Another good example - Derek Bristol has a channel on caving and made a 
good video about installing glue ins.  He also has a good video on Fixe 
Triplex Removables. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ge42KavnFk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZXz_zhBLZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTEVIL_HcOg
https://youtu.be/-d-czgvGIew?t=1m11s
https://vimeo.com/122559141
https://www.youtube.com/embed/adLGA7pLUJA?list=PL4cbSPuH4ezO76dhfrPbOu5rzus5wbLyV;rel=0&wmode=transparent;autoplay=1;fs=1
https://vimeo.com/98966318
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=89&v=2ehnmW37rMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7SF57uFt9x8&index=8&list=PLxgxDxSeVuvvMXV70f_Z14dCKmjvpYocB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0zK9VvKMn0&list=PLxgxDxSeVuvvMXV70f_Z14dCKmjvpYocB&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0zK9VvKMn0&list=PLxgxDxSeVuvvMXV70f_Z14dCKmjvpYocB&index=2


 

 
 

The NEW TESTAMENT IS 
COMING SOON! 

 
Removing bolts 
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Please message me if you can 
help make this resource better! 

skylining@live.com 
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